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As another school Term and another school year come to a close, it is again my pleasure to share some of the many highlights and 
events undertaken at the College over the last ten weeks.

Our Term started with an incredible achievement in the Interschool Athletics. Ashdale Secondary College (ASC) emerged victorious in 
the carnival’s C Division, proudly hoisting the shield high. This triumph sets the stage for the exciting challenge of moving into the B 
division in 2024. We could not be more proud of our competitors and the dedicated staff who support them. That same week, they also 
ushered in the grandest event on our calendar, the Year 12 Graduation. Held at HBF Arena on 18 October, it was a wonderful celebration 
of our student’s accomplishments over the full six years of their secondary schooling. Special guests, parents, extended family, staff, 
and students alike revelled in an evening honouring our remarkable students.

This Term also includes the culmination of two years of study for our Year 12 ATAR students who embarked upon their exams starting 
on 30 October. Although undoubtedly a stressful period, we send our heartfelt best wishes to all of them as they eagerly await their 
results in December, poised to embark on their chosen paths. Similarly, our students in the General pathway and VET programs have 
embarked on their journeys towards their goals and dreams. We eagerly anticipate hearing of their successes in the future.

The impact of COVID-19 has, over the past few years, constrained some of the excellent opportunities for students to undertake travel 
as part of their school experience. We were thrilled to witness our first international trip in nearly three years. We head to Singapore in 
November to compete in the ‘Singa Cup” Soccer tournament and finish with a bronze medal. In addition, a group of Year 9 students 
embarked on a memorable tour of Canberra, and we are excited to share that the College has plans for an Arts Tour to Sydney and a 
trip to Japan in 2024.

Our day-to-day life at the College continues to be as busy as ever with numerous excursions, incursions, the inaugural House Awards 
evenings (held over two consecutive nights), Dance Showcases, the annual Arts Exhibition and Showcase event, STEM Champions, 
Netball Southwest Tour, Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Rottnest Camp and so much more. This is alongside and additional to all the 
fantastic teaching and learning that occurs every day here at the College.

As a testament to the College’s wonderful teaching and learning, we have been shortlisted in the 2023 WA Education Awards in the 
Teaching and Learning Excellence category. Being named in this category is an immense honour and a testament to the collective 
dedication of our exceptional team of educators. In our college community, expertise is not just acknowledged but celebrated, as 
expert teachers continuously collaborate, sharing insights, strategies and innovations. At ASC, best practice is not a mere aspiration 
but embedded in our daily routines, seamlessly woven into the fabric of our teaching ethos. The recognition serves as validation that 
our commitment to excellence in education is yielding tangible and remarkable results for our students, reinforcing our belief that every 
child can thrive when provided with a nurturing and innovative learning environment.

As you can see from this newsletter, life at the College is never dull and never stands still. As our staff and students head off for a 
well-deserved break over the holiday period, I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks for your unwavering support over the last 12 
months. The Ashdale Secondary College community has once again encouraged and inspired our work, and we look forward to this 
continuing into 2024.

I wish you all a happy and safe holiday period a very happy new year and see you all in 2024.

Jacquie Bogunovich
Principal
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Term 1 finished with our traditional and treasured Anzac  
assembly. This event brings the whole College together for 
this solemn time of remembrance of those Australian and New 
Zealand Army Corps soldiers who have fought and died for their 
country. It was on 25 April 1915 that the armies of Australia and 
New Zealand entered their premier battle of the First World War 
at Gallipoli, Turkey. 

At the time, Australia had only been recognised as a federal 
commonwealth for 13 years. At Gallipoli, the Anzacs faced off with 
one of the fiercest armies history has ever known. The College 
remembers and honours these soldiers each year with a wreath-
laying and assembly to ensure their sacrifice is never forgotten 
but also to commemorate the qualities that Australia established 
for itself on the shores of Gallipoli – in recognition of the courage, 
mateship, skill and perseverance of those who have served and 
fought to enable freedom for people all over the world. 

Lest we forget. 

Jacquie Bogunovich
Principal

Anzac Ceremony

Ashdale Secondary College opened its doors to the community 
to showcase student works and artistic talent and host fun yet 
educational workshops. The annual Showcase was held on Monday, 
4 December, from 5 pm to 7 pm, with Margaret Quirk MLA formally 
opening the annual art exhibition in the Galileo Theatre. 

All were welcome to enjoy the various activities around the 
College, including spectacular science shows, STEM Expo, 
fitness testing, a numeracy scavenger race, and an international 
trading game. We also launched the incredible ‘’Harvest’’- an 
anthology of students’ works. 

The College would like to thank the staff for putting this 
outstanding event together, allowing students to showcase their 
work and commitment to learning. 

Hannah James 
Deputy Principal

Ashdale Showcase
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We farewelled the Class of 2023 in style with a wonderful 
breakfast to start their final school day, followed by a dedicated 
whole school assembly to celebrate and mark their time spent 
at Ashdale Secondary College. Following the assembly, the Year 
11 students and College staff formed a guard of honour to send 
them on their way. 

The Year 12 graduation ceremony was held at HBF Arena 
Joondalup. Before the official ceremony, the students, dressed 
in their graduation gowns, sashes and caps in readiness for the 
ceremony, mingled with their families and friends in the pre-
ceremony area.

Two hundred and thirty-one students received their graduation 
certificates on stage from Principal Mrs Jacquie Bogunovich, 
witnessed by their families, VIPs, staff and guests.

A wide variety of community leaders, including Margaret 
Quirk MLA - State Member for Girrawheen, Tracey Roberts 
MP - Federal Member for Pearce, Linda Aitken - Mayor, City of 
Wanneroo and Michael Yates, Regional Coordinator Operations 
for the North Metropolitan Regional Education Office attended 
the graduation to witness the proceedings and present our Year 
12s with special awards for community involvement, leadership 
and academic excellence. 

The Year 12s have shown the College and the community their 
values of independence, cooperation and respect, allowing them 
to find success wherever they go in the future.

I wish all the students of the graduating Class of 2023 and their 
families all the best.

Joshua Popp 
Deputy Principal

Taylah Cucel and Nhu Le
General DUX

with Vesife Hatisaru, Edith Cowan University

Class of 2023

Year 12 Graduation Award Winners
ECU Academic Excellence ATAR Dux Award Dhruv Dhawan GENERAL Career and Enterprise Nhu Le

P&C General Dux Award Taylah Cucel GENERAL Modern History  Paige Lanitis 

P&C General Dux Award Nhu Le CERTIFICATE II Hospitality Hayley Van Wyk

Visual Arts Award Savinny Chansophy GENERAL Children, Family and Community Ana Vladic

Performing Arts Award Jourdee Hall GENERAL Food Science & Technology Curtis Utting

Tracey Roberts MP Leadership Award Alexia Italiano ATAR Physical Education Studies Xavier Hickey 

City of Wanneroo Citizenship Award Theo Stevenson CERTIFICATE II Sport & Recreation Sarisa Posayabut

City of Wanneroo Citizenship Award Jessica Femia GENERAL Outdoor Education Jaime Dinkelman

NMERO Commitment to Excellence Award Rhys Kelly GENERAL Physical Education Studies Brayden Smith 

ADF Long Tan Teamwork Award Charlotte Yates ATAR Applied Information Technology Cameron Ellis

ADF Future Innovators Award Cameron Ellis GENERAL Design: Photography Dhrishti Varsani 

Engineers Australia Certificate of Excellence Kelvin Law ATAR Mathematics Applications Curtis Utting

Ampol Best All Rounder Award William Linter ATAR Mathematics Methods Dhruv Dhawan

Cluster Technology Award Cameron Ellis ATAR Mathematics Specialist Dhruv Dhawan

Ashdale Ambassador Award Rosie Nguyen GENERAL Mathematics Essentials Hunter Newbury

Nikola Tesla Science Award Devan Fill ATAR Earth and Environmental Science Georgia Rapley

P&C Endeavour Award Sara Damirshi  ATAR Psychology Chantelle Vo

Sportsperson Award - Female Georgia Niblett GENERAL Psychology Jessica Femia

Sportsperson Award - Male Brayden Smith ATAR Biology Charlotte Yates

CERTIFICATE II Music Industry Edison Lee ATAR Chemistry Dhruv Dhawan

GENERAL Visual Arts Brayden Smith ATAR Human Biology Devan Fill

ATAR Engineering Studies Edison Lee ATAR Physics Dhruv Dhawan

GENERAL Engineering Studies Hunter Newbury GENERAL Human Biology Sophia Bui Nguyen

CERTIFICATE II Engineering Joel McGhee GENERAL Human Biology Shayna Jesani

GENERAL Materials, Design & Technology (Metal) Devon Thornton ATAR Business Management and Enterprise Alexander Polkaposki

GENERAL Materials, Design & Technology (Wood) Brayden Smith CERTIFICATE III Business Ayush Rabadia

ATAR English Georgia Rapley GENERAL Business Management and Enterprise Paige Lanitis

GENERAL English Sara Damirshi ECU Uni Prep Taylah Cucel 

ATAR Economics Bhadrik Sheladia

ATAR Modern History  Selma Halilovic

ATAR Modern History  Eden Mitson 

Dhruv Dhawan
ATAR DUX

with Vesife Hatisaru, Edith Cowan University
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The Year 12 ball celebrates our students’ high school journey and 
serves as a rite of passage into adulthood. On Friday, 18 August, 
the River View Room at Optus Stadium was transformed into a 
world ‘under the sea’. 

Students dazzled in their gowns and suits and looked fantastic. 
Students’ smiles radiated in the many photos taken, and the 
dancefloor was never empty. The night was undoubtedly danced 
away with every student making the most of the evening, 
enjoying the atmosphere and making many memories that we 
are sure will last a lifetime.

Congratulations to the award winners, including the best 
dancers - Ashtyn and Dinah, and of course, the Stars of the Ball, 
Jakson and Natalie. Regardless of the winners, we were filled 
with immense pride with the attitude and respect the Year 12s 
displayed. We hope you all had an unforgettable night and you 
remember this significant event for years to come. 

Once again, thank you to everyone involved in organising the 
evening and making the Ball the event of the year.

Luke Crick and Jess Leeming 
Year 12 Coordinators

Year 12 Ball
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Student Leadership Team

The Student Leadership Team represents the College’s face, voice, and heart; together, they form the student body. Leadership growth 
has been a key focus at Ashdale Secondary College for both the individual Leaders and the Leadership program itself. Growth has come 
in many forms this year. These include the number of House Captains now leading their peers, the inclusion of a whole Leadership 
Team excursion to the GRIP Conference that saw Student Leaders come together with Lead Captains and House Captains to embrace 
new and exciting ideas for improving leadership at the College, and the wide range of opportunities that have encouraged students to 
develop their confidence and leadership skills by pushing themselves out of their comfort zones.

This year, two exciting and significant additions to the Student Leadership Team have occurred. Establishing a Student Leader Mentor group has 
allowed us to deepen the bonds within the team and build positive relationships. The second addition was the Duke of Edinburgh International 
Award. The Duke focuses on supporting young people to meet new challenges, gain essential life skills, and realise their potential, which aligns 
with the College’s values of Respect, Independence and Cooperation and sets our students up to achieve a positive future. 

We want to thank the Leaders for their dedication and commitment this year and wish them and their families a wonderful break with 
lots of good food, family, friends and, most importantly, rest and relaxation. We look forward to another great year ahead in 2024.

Amy Rowland and Chantelle Laurie 
Student Leadership Coordinators

Lead and Mentor Captains
The College implements avenues for student voice through the 
Mentor Captain forum, comprising over 65 representatives and five 
Lead Captains. The Mentor Captains aim to strengthen the voice 
of the student body to improve outcomes in student wellbeing, 
behavior, engagement, and academic results. Lead Captains joined 
the Student Leaders in upskilling through David Castelanelli’s 
Ashdale Leaders Program. Mentor Captains met twice a term to 
discuss positive ways the College could improve, including efforts 
to reduce litter after recess and lunch and increase shaded areas 
around the College. 

Hannah James  
Deputy Principal 

House Captains 
Our 2023 Year 7 and 8 House Captains have been busy running 
several  Interhouse competitions across the College such as 
dodgeball, tug of war, a basketball free throw competition, an 
Interhouse dance competition and finishing the year with House 
vs House dodgeball in the gym. The atmosphere was filled with 
cheers, encouragement, and a healthy dose of competition. 

The House Captains student body met twice a term to plan for 
numerous events and to reflect on activities being led across 
the College. It was lovely to see our students partnered for 
the competitions, and a special thank you to our 2023 House 
Captains for giving up their time to facilitate these events. 

Looking ahead, we are excited to expand our 2024 House Captains 
student body to include leaders from Years 7-10 and extend the 
growing Interhouse camaraderie at Ashdale Secondary College.  

Lauren Johnston 
House Coordinator 

GRIP Leadership Conference  
On Tuesday, 21 March, the Student Leadership Team – consisting of House Captains, Lead Captains, and Student Leaders - attended the 
GRIP Student Leadership Conference at the Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre. The conference featured various presenters and 
leaders, including Ronan, the host of the conference, and The Loud Noise Boys, Levi and Andy, who taught us how to make all students 
feel valued, replace conflict with unity in a school environment, and how to make school a fantastic place for all students, which we will 
now be able to implement at Ashdale Secondary College. 

The Lead Captains found the conference very collaborative and 
were glad they could get out of their comfort zones by talking to 
students from other schools. The House Captains felt they could 
learn so much from the day, such as the importance of focusing 
on people trying their best and being positive. They also thought it 
was such an important conference to attend as they learnt how to 
unite and work as a team to make the school a better place for all.

All students who attended found the day to be a very informative 
and extremely engaging experience. The GRIP Leadership 
Conference was an amazing opportunity, and we would, without 
a doubt, attend it again if the opportunity ever presented itself.

Rosie and Alexia  
2023 College Captains 

Rotary Four  Way Test Speaking Contest 
In Term 3, I had the opportunity to write and present a speech for the Rotary Four Way Test Speaking Contest at 
the Parmelia Hilton. The competition is an event organised by the Perth Rotary Club in which Year 10 students 
can manage and deliver a speech on a topic of their choice to all club members and guests, intending to create 

real-world change. 

Leading up to the event, I decided on a topic to present, and then I created my speech 
with the help of Ms. Rowland. I then worked with Mrs. Laurie and a couple of English 
staff members to refine my presentation skills. On Friday, 4 August, I delivered my 
speech alongside two other aspiring change-makers from St George’s Anglican and 
Mercedes College. Throughout this experience, I learned the value of public speaking 
with purpose. 

The feedback and networking throughout the event were valuable beyond any opportunities 
I’ve had previously, and the people I’ve met throughout the process will continue to shape 
both my schooling career and my role in shaping tomorrow’s society.       

Woody 
Year 10 Student Leader

Ashdale Leaders Program 
For the past seven years, Ashdale’s Student Leaders and Lead 
Captains have benefitted from the Ashdale Leaders Program, 
facilitated by David Castelanelli, success coach for young adults 
and former Youth Ambassador for WA. 

This year, House Captains were added to the list of attendees 
of the program, which was run during Term 1 and Term 2.  
This combined group of Leaders attended 12 one-hour workshops 
to learn and refine leadership and personal skills such as public 
speaking, time management, personality profiles, health and 
wellbeing, and much more. Students were highly engaged by 
David’s relevant and up-to-date content and his relatable delivery, 
and we are grateful for the knowledge and wisdom he was able 
to impart to our students. 

on behalf of the Student Leadership Team
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No Limits Fundraiser 
No Limits is our local, not-for-profit charity providing emergency aid assistance across Perth 
to the community’s most vulnerable and disadvantaged members. Here at the College, we 
have been creating a positive effect on the lives of young people, families and the members 
of our community at large through our fundraising efforts for this charity, and here’s how 
we’ve been doing it!

The Student Leadership team held multiple events in Term 2 to raise money for No 
Limits. We began the Fundraiser with a College-wide Kahoot, where students tested 
their knowledge of the upcoming events and the incredible work done by No Limits in 
supporting our community. We also watched the annual Staff vs Students basketball 
games, with the teachers winning two out of the three games. These games have quickly 
become favourites at the College as we continually see the friendly competition between 
the students and the teachers.

The Fundraiser continued with a Sausage Sizzle on Wednesday morning of Week 9 and 
culminated with the free dress day on Friday, where we saw the beloved bake sale, with 
hundreds of yummy cupcakes, the photo booth, and the student raffle, as we ended the 
week on a high. 

In total, the College raised more than $2,000 for No Limits! This donation will be used to buy 
essential items for families less fortunate than us. Thank you to all students and staff who 
participated in and supported the many fun events this week and donated to a great cause.

The Leadership Team would like to thank you, the College community, for 
your support and donations, as we wouldn’t be able to do it without you. 
Stay tuned for more opportunities to help support No Limits in the future 
as we continue to look for more ways to help the wider community.

Cameron and Alexia  
Student Leaders

Duke of Edinburgh Adventurous Journey   
On Monday, 30 October, the Year 10 Student Leaders embarked on their three-day Adventurous Journey to Wadjemup, 
Rottnest Island. As part of the Bronze level of the Duke of Edinburgh International Award, the team was 
tasked with planning the food and shelter for the trip, not just for ourselves but our teachers. 

Our journey began with preparation activities, where we learned to set up tents and ride bikes. 
After that, the first day of the trip was part of our Practice Journey. Our first task for the day was 
to retrieve our bikes. Once everyone’s seats were at the right height, we set off to our first tour, 
‘Changing the Face of Rottnest’. On this tour, we met our favourite tour guide, Sue. She took us 
on a tour around the island, stopping at different spots to discuss the island and its changes. She 
explained the three main types of trees that were native to the island - the melaleuca, the conifer, 
and the lollipop tree - and the effects of rising sea levels on the erosion of the island from 10,000 
years ago to today. In addition, Sue explained the importance of not introducing new species to 
the island as it damages Rottnest’s fragile ecosystem. We rode back to our campsite, and after a 
gruelling attempt, our team managed to put up not just our tents but the teacher’s tents as well, 
despite having yet to encounter them. After a beautifully cooked sausage sizzle 
to fill our stomachs, we hopped into bed, hoping for some sleep. 

On the second day of our journey, the Leaders were ready for the Sustainability 
Bike Tour with our beloved Sue after a rough night’s sleep. This was an exciting 
experience where we had the opportunity to learn all about the energy systems 
that help Rottnest to run. During the tour, we got to visit Rottnest’s three 
main power sources: the wind turbine, the solar farm, and the diesel plant, 
as well as the water desalination plants and recycling stations. Following on 
from this, we went on the Whitecaps and Wilderness Walk Tour, instructed 
by a different Sue, where we learnt many interesting facts about the island’s 
natural flora and fauna, such as the blown-over Melaleuca trees, the pacific 
gull’s odd feasting strategy, and the buffalo bream’s territorial markers. 

The Wadjemup Lighthouse Exploration Tour, guided by Roger, was a tiring but 
worthwhile experience that allowed us to scale the 155 steps to the top of 
the lighthouse and revealed an incredible view of the island. The Twilight Tour 
was the final tour of the first day of our Qualifying Journey as we wandered 
around Rottnest at night, with our first tour guide, Sue, learning many 
stories such as those of Caroline Thomson and her grand piano, John 
Zec and his impossible paddle to Cottesloe, or the Aboriginal Prisoners 
who were forced to boat all the way to Rottnest while chained up. 

On day three, we woke up early at 5:00 am to pack up our camp before 
continuing our journey at the Wadjemup museum, where we learnt 
even more about the island’s history as a prison and the experiences 
of the Indigenous ancestors who now visit many years later. It was 
heartbreaking to hear the stories of the shackled prisoners and people 
today suffering from the effects of this segregation, but understanding 
that confronting the past is a way of ensuring that these events will 
never happen again in the future. We concluded our journey with our 
carefully planned beach clean-up, in which we picked up hundreds of 
pieces of rubbish from Rottnest’s beautiful Thomson Bay.

This journey was one to remember. As a team, we powered through 
the highs and the lows and, overall, had a blast doing so. We 
encourage others to push themselves to their limits and take on 
their own adventurous journey just like we did. 

“I knew it was going to be hard work, but my favourite part was 
battling up the hills with the snakes at our heels, yelling “WE CAN 
DO THIS!” at the top of our lungs just so we could make it. It is 
tough to live in Rottnest, but we are tougher!” ~ Arwyn B. 

“Nothing’s quite as liberating as racing down Wadjemup’s greatest 
hills with your best mates in tow, knowing you’ve conquered the 
greatest challenge you’ve had to face.” – Woody W. 

“The nights were tough, and the days were hot, but it made for 
an adventure that we will never forget.” - Cameron B. 

Woody W, Cameron B, Arwyn B, Isabelle E  
Year 10 Student Leaders 
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Team-Building Day 
On Wednesday, 29 November, the Ashdale Secondary College 
Student Leadership team and future 2024 Student Leaders 
embarked on an excursion to No Limits. It is a local charity based in 
Wangara that provides essential support to the community. 

As soon as they arrived, they were greeted by the friendly staff at No 
Limits, who explained the process of organising food and drinks in 
preparation for making Christmas hampers. The Leaders worked for 
hours sorting food, toiletries, and other necessities onto the shelves 
and crates. The students were amazed at the amount of work that 
went into the arrangement of donations and were proud to be a part 
of such a great cause. “It was a great opportunity to give back to the 
community and help those in need, especially those affected by the 
recent bushfires,” said Connor, a Year 8 Student Leader. 

Later, the students headed to Lazer Blaze for a team-building 
session. The students were divided into teams and participated in 
various laser tag games. The activities were designed to promote 
teamwork, communication, and leadership skills. The students 
worked together to get to know each other while having an 
awesome time playing laser tag.  The day was a huge success, 
and the Student Leaders returned to school with a sense of pride 
and accomplishment. They had not only helped the community 
but also strengthened their leadership and team-building skills, 
with it also being a great goodbye to the leaders leaving the 
group and a warm welcome to the new leaders. 

Rishi
Year 8 Student Leader

College Christmas Appeal 
At Ashdale Secondary College, community is one of our core 
values, and our continuing partnership with No Limits is an excellent 
opportunity for students and staff to give back to their community, 
particularly to those in need, especially during the holiday season. 

Each year, the Student Leaders coordinate Ashdale’s ‘College 
Christmas Appeal’, which supports No Limits and the City of 
Wanneroo’s’ Mayor’s Christmas Appeal’. Commencing on the 
14th of November and running until the 23rd, staff and students 
are encouraged to donate items in the spirit of themed collections, 
including Toiletry Tuesday, Festive Food Friday, Toy Tuesday, and 
Tin Thursday. 

This year, as always, we’ve been overwhelmed by generous 
donations from staff, students, and the wider community. These 
donations were hand-delivered to No Limits when students 
attended their Student Leader Reward Team Building excursion 
and helped replenish stocks after we assisted with packing 
Christmas food boxes that would be distributed to those doing it 
tough this holiday season. The team at No Limits was extremely 
grateful for the kind contributions of the College and our part in 
helping those in need this year.

Thank you very much to everyone who donated and made 2023’s 
Christmas Appeal a resounding success. Your donations will be 
immensely appreciated by people in our community this Christmas.

Amari S  
Year 9 Student Leader

Helping our community
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STEM is an integral part of ensuring our students achieve a 
positive future. Ashdale Secondary College and the Ashdale 
Cluster have placed STEM as a priority providing the essential 
future-ready skills of critical thinking, problem-solving, 
creativity, innovation, communication and collaboration 
across all learning areas. The College offers a wide variety of 
STEM subject choices and activities for all students to engage 
and learn. It has been a massive year for all involved with 
even more exciting STEM activities planned for 2024.

Whole School and Cluster STEM

STEM Careers Afternoon Tea     
Year 10 students were invited to a career event in Term 2 attended by 12 experts in STEM. The event kicked off with a welcome by 
Principal Jacquie Bogunovich, who spoke of the importance of STEM in today’s workforce, before students heard from Keynote 
Speaker Steven Sartain, Manager of the Emergency Rescue Helicopter Service at the Department of Fire and Emergency Services and 
ex U.S. Airforce, multi-engine flight instructor and commercial pilot. Everyone then enjoyed a delicious afternoon tea before students 
had a chance to meet the mentors, who came from a wide range of STEM industries. 

• Carina Faller, Department of Fire and Emergency Services — Senior Firefighter 

• Dr Sabine Bellstedt, The International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research — Researcher

• Lauren Armes, Royal Australian Navy — Leading Seaman, Communications & Information Systems Specialist (Networks)

• Amanda Solomon, Nurse Manager — Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and Clinical Nurse Manager —Department of Health

• Jarred Ford, Royal Australian Navy — Petty Officer, Aviation Technician Aircraft

• Tanya Beeson, Animator and Illustrator, lecturer at North Metro Tafe

• Riaana Raywood, Perth Mint — Diversity and Inclusion Officer

• Che Wyatt, Perth Mint — Advisor of Aboriginal Engagement

• Ashley Parker, EGS Survey — Marine Scientist Oceanographer

• Sue Freeman, Royal Australian Airforce — Squadron Leader

• Gian Collica, Sentient VR — Software Developer

We would like to thank all of them for sharing their time and 
expertise with our students, who gave them rapturous applause 
at the event’s conclusion.

Steve Warwick and Rachel Farnay
STEM Coordinators

Making friends 
In Term 1, ICT launched the inaugural ASC Community Teach 
Team. This new initiative aims to foster friendships between 
students and the residents of Kingsway Court Brightwater 
Retirement Village, whereby students share their IT skills with 
residents, and residents share their life skills with students. Along 
the way, it hopes to build ties with the local community, create 
intergenerational relationships, and give students opportunities 
to participate in community work. Eight (8) students studying ICT 
subjects from Years 8 and 9 volunteered for the trial program, 
which ran on Mondays after school for four weeks. Students have 
been teaching the residents about phone settings, cyber safety, 
how to take a selfie and TikTok dances. While the residents 
taught the students how to write and post a letter, play lawn 
bowls and present a wedding telegram, a teapot served the 
Queen Mother tea and fountain pens during ‘show and tell’. 
The program has been an incredible success, with students and 
residents enjoying themselves so much that we reran it in Term 2 
with new participants.

Rachel Farnay  
ICT Approved Specialist Program Coordinator 

CyberTaipan Trip    
Akira N (Year 10) was selected to attend an expenses-paid 
trip to Canberra to learn about cyber security measures and 
opportunities in Australia.

“On the CyberTaipan trip to Canberra, we stayed from Monday, 
31 January, to Friday, 4 February. There were 16 girls on this trip 
from all over Australia, ranging from Year 9 to Year 12. The main 
places we went were the Australian National University, which 
included the Australian Cybernetics department, where we got 
a talk from Genieve Bell, and the observatory tower on Mount 
Stromlo. We also went to the Australian Signals Directorate, in 
charge of all cybersecurity of major businesses and departments 
in Australia, which the Australian government runs. We also 
visited the CSIRO discovery centre, which was the organisation 
that funded the trip. The purpose of the trip was to promote 
women in cyber security, and personally, I have now found 
new jobs. I am thinking about working in a cadetship for the 
Australian Signals Directorate. I have made and met so many 
new people and still keep in contact with them today. The trip 
was highly educational, and I thoroughly enjoyed myself.”

Akira competed with a group of other Year 9s in the CyberTaipan 
security competition last year - which is how she was offered this 
fantastic opportunity.

Johnathon Ihlein 
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology
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Game Day
The Year 9 students in the ICT Approved Specialist Program celebrated completing the three-year program on the last Monday of the 
school year. We began the day with an Awards Ceremony, where the top of the class and students who best represented the skills 
of creativity, collaboration, communication, problem-solving, critical thinking and innovation were acknowledged. We then headed to 
Karrinyup for a day of high-stakes games, including bowling (where Emily almost achieved a perfect score of 100 but was just shy with 
99), laser tag and arcade games, followed by a delicious pizza lunch and ice creams, leaving everyone full and happy.  

Rachel Farnay   
ICT Approved Specialist Program Coordinator 

STEM Girls Day Camp
On Saturday, 9 September, the College held its annual STEM Girls 
Day Camp for our Cluster Primary girls. Over 50 girls attended the 
day and were mentored by inspiring female STEM experts. They 
worked through a wide range of activities around the theme of 
robotics and automation, including programming a ‘Mars Rover’, 
building battle bots and creating easy-to-make home automation 
circuits using Micro: BITs. At the end of the day, the groups 
constructed their dream smart home, harnessing the knowledge 
they had gained throughout the day and exploring this relevant 
and important technology.

Steve Warwick  
STEM Coordinator - Primary | Design and Technology Teacher 
(Engineering)

STEM on Show 
Year 8 students in the CTI and STEM program headed off for their 
annual excursion to the Resource Technology Showcase in the 
last week of Term 1. Held at the Perth Exhibition and Convention 
Centre, it showcased the latest earth-moving equipment, VR 
technology, AI, engineering, geology and robotics behind our 
mining and resources industry. Also showcasing their industries 
were the defence force with a range of heavy artillery which 
students could climb into, the Space Agency and the RAC with 
their rescue helicopter also on display.

Rachel Farnay   
ICT Approved Specialist Program Coordinator 

Lab Lessons 
During the last week of Term 2, Year 9 students in the ICT 
Approved Specialist Program had an enjoyable excursion to ECU 
Joondalup. Throughout the day, they focused on enhancing their 
skills in science and I.T. The students engaged in activities such 
as ethical hacking and solving the mystery of a stolen penguin at 
the university’s cyber security research and education program, 
which happens to be the largest in Australia. Additionally, they 
learned about the properties of sugar and CO2 in fruits and 
vegetables through a horticulture lab. This understanding assists 
in developing new varietals with an extended shelf life.

Rachel Farnay   
ICT Approved Specialist Program Coordinator 
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Science
Science Week 
Ashdale Secondary College celebrated Science Week in Week 5 
of Term 3. It was a dynamic and engaging showcase of scientific 
exploration. The event featured various activities that sparked 
students’ interest in science and offered hands-on experiences 
beyond regular classroom learning.

A standout feature of the week was incorporating “escape 
room” challenges into various classes. This interactive approach 
combined teamwork and problem-solving with scientific 
concepts, encouraging enthusiastic participation and positive 
student feedback.

On the Tuesday, Ms Hu’s explosive chemistry demonstration 
drew a crowd during lunch break. Students observed hydrogen 
balloons, igniting the elephant’s toothpaste reaction, and 
experimented with dry ice. This hands-on experience allowed 
them to grasp scientific principles tangibly.

Thursday’s activities centred around bubble-making, with 
students of all ages experimenting with different techniques to 
create bubbles of varying sizes and shapes (mainly very small… 
unfortunately). This simple yet engaging activity effectively 
demonstrated surface tension and air pressure concepts.

Friday’s focus shifted to a culinary exploration led by Ms Linto and 
Mr Smith. They demonstrated the rapid freezing process using 
liquid nitrogen while making ice cream and other treats. This 
gave students a fun and relatable way to understand the science 
behind freezing and phase changes. This demonstration quickly 
drew the largest crowd – there was food involved.

Water rocket launches added a practical dimension to many 
science classes. These experiments illustrated principles of 
physics and aerodynamics in a hands-on manner as students 
designed and launched their own rockets.

Ashdale Secondary College’s Science Week went beyond 
traditional teaching methods, offering students a chance to 
engage actively with scientific concepts. Through activities 
ranging from chemistry demonstrations to culinary experiments 
and rocket launches, students gained a deeper appreciation for 
science in the world around them.

John Mirco 
Senior Teacher - Science 

Did you know frogs swallow with their eyes?
The Year 10 Focus Science students recently had an unforgettable excursion to Perth Zoo, where 
they were immersed in a fantastic world of wildlife. They explored the lush and vibrant Asian 
Rainforest, catching glimpses of rare primates and exotic birds. The students also encountered 
towering giraffes and majestic lions on the African Safari and had an up-close and personal 
experience with reptiles during the Reptile Encounter. The students journeyed through the 
Nocturnal House and were fascinated by the creatures of the night before venturing into the 
rugged terrain of the Australian Bushwalk. 

Overall, the excursion provided a fantastic opportunity for the students to gain a deeper 
appreciation for wildlife conservation and environmental sustainability. We look forward to 
future opportunities for our students to experience the beauty and wonder of the natural world. 

See what the students had to say about the excursion below!

• My favourite thing was feeding the food to the wallabies. I also found touching the 
snakeskin very interesting – Jack.

• One of my favourite things about the zoo was seeing the lions. I loved looking 
at the lions because they have beautiful colours and are very good at 
catching prey. It was a very hot day when we went to the zoo so one thing 
that would have made the excursion better is if the animals were moving. 
– Mesut

• I liked feeding the kangaroos and wallabies. One interesting thing I 
learnt is whales have very thin hair making them a mammal! – Billy

• My favourite thing was seeing the reptiles. I found it really interesting 
when I learnt that frogs use their eyes to swallow food. – Alex

• My favourite thing was seeing the lizard sitting on a tree. I took a picture of it as it 
was interesting. – Caliska

• The elephants, giraffes and penguins were my favourites. One interesting thing I 
learned was that kangaroos just eat and drink all day. I noticed this when the zoo 
educator was presenting, and the kangaroo just kept eating its food. When we went 
outside, it followed us to eat the food we had brought! - Matt 

• My favourite thing was the tiger and reptiles. One interesting thing I learned was 
rhinos have very thick skin to protect themselves. It is like an armour! – Rashiq

Jess Leeming
Teacher - Science
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Humanities and Social Science

2023 Canberra Tour
It is said that “travel opens your heart, broadens your mind, and 
fills your life with stories to tell” (Paula Bendfeldt) and that no 
school can teach you what travel does. In 2024, the Humanities 
and Social Sciences (HASS) Learning Area at Ashdale has 
undoubtedly tried to facilitate quality education in school through 
our outstanding classroom teachers and providing the unique 
opportunity to travel through the HASS Canberra and Sydney 
Tour. HASS as a subject is about creating informed, active, and 
responsible citizens who will contribute to a positive future, and 
we wanted to reward students who have worked hard all year 
with a once-off opportunity to develop these characteristics by 
running our annual HASS Canberra Tour. 

This year, over 60 students applied and interviewed for the 
competitive and unique opportunity to travel interstate, and 29 
were chosen to visit our nation’s capital, Canberra. This is the first 
time we have been able to resume our annual visit since 2019 
due to the pandemic, and we were fortunate to have Deputy 
Principal of Lower School Robert Cross and Program Coordinator 
of Learning Support Janina Haluszczak (along with myself) to 
supervise and support students on this tour. 

We flew out on Sunday, 3 December from Perth Airport and 
arrived in Canberra; believe it or not, that was the slowest day of 
the tour! From there, we averaged five venues daily, each related 
to one of the four HASS disciplines, Economics, Geography, 
History and Civics and Citizenship, plus some additional locations 
for fun! Highlights of the tour included our visit to Federal 
Parliament House, where we witnessed the Senate debate 
tobacco-restriction legislation first-hand, and the Australian 
War Memorial, where we heard moving stories of bravery and 
mateship in Australia’s conflicts and peace-keeping missions. 
We deepened our learning of politics by visiting the Museum of 
Democracy and roleplaying the pivotal damming of the Franklin 
River debate, exploring the courtrooms of the High Court, and 
simulating a referendum at the Parliamentary Education Office. 

Other notable stops included Questacon, where we explored 
scientific principles through play; the Australian Institute of Sport 
(AIS), where we observed some of Australia’s top athletes train; 
and Government House, the residence of the Governor General, 
representative to the King of England and Australia. We also 
had fun! We played glow-in-the-dark mini golf and lots of touch 

football and squeezed in some shopping! We finished the tour 
with a bang in Sydney, arriving at the scenic Taronga Zoo via 
ferry and having a fantastic afternoon with the animals before 
sightseeing important landmarks like the Sydney Opera House 
and the Harbour Bridge. 

This tour would not have been possible without the funding provided 
by the government through the Parliament and Civics Education 
Rebate (PACER), of which they donated $510 per student to make 
more affordable for a school from WA to travel to the east coast. 
Thank you to the parents and community who funded the rest and 
lent us their children for the week! Even more so, it would not have 
been possible without the outstanding educators who volunteered 
to be away from their families and give up their time to be on duty 
24-7 for six days to provide care and support for the students of 
Ashdale. Thank you to Mr Cross for his amazing footy skills, which 
entertained the students, and to Ms H, our resident photographer 
and emotional support.

We are incredibly proud of the students who participated in the 
2024 HASS Canberra Tour. They embodied the schools’ values of 
respect, independence, and cooperation in interacting with each 
other, the educational staff, and the public. We were approached 
by the educational tour veterans of prestigious institutions such 
as the War Memorial, Parliament House, Government House, 
and the Royal Australian Mint to commend the College on how 
impressive our young adults were, and we couldn’t agree more. 

2024 has been a fantastic year for the HASS Department, and the 
conduct of our students on this tour has proven once more that 
the values the College instils are indeed contributing to creating 
a positive future.

Ashley Wright 
Head of Learning Area - Humanities and Social Science 
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Mock Law Trials 
In 2023, Ashdale Secondary College assembled two Mock Law teams comprising 17 eager senior school students. This program is a 
Humanities and Social Science (HaSS) initiative where each team competes under the tutelage of the Head of HaSS, Ashley Wright 
and HaSS teacher Ian Whitelaw.

The first trial was held at the Supreme Court of Western Australia on Friday, 3 March. It concerned a fictitious criminal case involving 
Alex Molotov, who allegedly graffitied the South Fremantle Power Station. Both teams performed outstandingly and achieved an 
impressive double victory. The legal consultants praised the students for their knowledge of the law.

The second trial was held on Tuesday, 16 May. It centred around a made-up criminal case where Lucas Sinclair allegedly assaulted 
Mike Wheeler during a Quidditch match. Again, both teams were amazing and were awarded 
victories by separate judges. They were 
commended for their teamwork and etiquette.

The final trial was on Tuesday, 20 June. It 
involved a mock civil dispute between two 
neighbours. Unfortunately, each of the Ashdale 
teams was narrowly defeated. This program 
provided an excellent opportunity for students 
to develop their team-building skills, strengthen 
their legal knowledge, and gain a WACE point to 
contribute to their graduation. We congratulate 
each student involved for their achievements 
and commend them for their diligence and 
resilience.  

Thank you to all involved; this valuable experience 
and opportunity would not be possible without 
the support of staff, students, and the wider 
community. The Mock Law program for senior 
school students will run again in 2024.

Careena Bello 
Teacher - Humanities and Social Science 

Lake Joondalup – Year 11 General Geography Excursion
On Friday, 24 March, Year 11 General Geography students attended an excursion at Lake Joondalup to investigate aquatic ecosystems, 
food chains and food webs with the company “Nearer to Nature”. Students conducted various tests on two different areas of the lake, 
including investigating temperature, pH, salt, turbidity, phosphates, and nitrates. Additionally, the students examined the sustainability 
of the ecosystem, including the vegetation, wildlife, water, banks, land use and the various ways humans use the lake.  

The Year 11s put their geographical inquiry skills into good practice and demonstrated fantastic teamwork, cooperation and collaboration 
skills while completing challenges and experiments as different teams. The students reported that it was beautiful, fun, informative and 
a great way to experience the diverse ecosystems. (It was also great to dress up in fancy overalls for the occasion!)

Bree-Anna Leopold
Teacher – Humanities and Social Science

Perth Hills Discovery Centre  
On Friday, 23 June, a combined Year 7 HASS and Science class 
went on an excursion to the Perth Hills Discovery Centre and 
experienced Geography and Biology in real life. It was a fun 
day (although very cold!!), where we interacted with a water 
catchment model and looked at the impacts of various pollutants 
on our water sources. We investigated different animal species 
by analysing their tracks, skulls, and scats before going on a 
bushwalk overlooking the Mundaring Weir, a highlight for many. 
Finally, we got to see some orphaned native baby animals and 
learnt about how they are cared for and how some are sadly close 
to extinction. Some of us were lucky enough to pat the echidna! 

Michelle Sprigg
Teacher - Humanities and Social Science 

Year 12 Careers Interview Day  
On Tuesday, 29 August, the annual Year 12 Careers and Enterprise Interviews Day occurred. The purpose of this day is to run a simulation 
job interview to prepare students for future employment opportunities. Over 110 Senior School students scheduled interviews for 
fictitious jobs, and over 30 teachers volunteered their time to put students through their paces. The students were assessed on the 
depth of their responses, interpersonal skills and overall demeanour and professionalism, and received feedback they could implement 
in the real world. Students gained valuable life skills that they can use for their future endeavours. A special thank you to the Careers 
and Enterprise course coordinator, Paul Trpenov, for organising this fantastic event and all the teachers who facilitated the event to give 
our students the chance of a positive future.

Careena Bello 
Teacher – Humanities and Social Science
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English

Harry Potter – Year 7 English   
Our Year 7 students have once again magicked themselves 
into the world of Harry Potter. Most students received their 
letters to Hogwarts to start them on their journey to become 
the great witches and wizards of their time. They have escaped 
the Dursleys, visited Diagon Alley and have now been sorted 
into either Gryffindor, Slytherin, Hufflepuff or Ravenclaw. The 
adventures continue through dark corridors with ghosts, talking 
portraits and, culminating in the defeat of Voldemort. In Week 
9, our magical students will partake in Harry Potter Day, where 
they can dress in their robes, wave their wands and experience 
the best activities this College offers. They need to grab their 
broomsticks and enjoy the exciting ride through the fantasy world 
of Harry Potter.

Victoria Davey  
Teacher - English 

The Hunger Games 
During Week 9 of Term 3, our Year 10 Extension tributes stepped 
onto the archery range to test their skills with a bow. District 3 
and District 11 were the top contenders, with District 4 the clear 
winner of the Teamwork Award. Guided by the Year 11 Outdoor 
Ed students and by Mr Jones, all tributes impressed the judges 
with their accuracy or enthusiasm. Rest assured, all tributes will 
be well-equipped to compete in the arena when the time comes. 

Ellen O’Brien and Caitlin Reeves
Teachers - English 

Literacy and Book Week 
This year, we celebrated Literacy Week and Book Week simultaneously. Before the week’s commencement, students could showcase 
their creative talents by designing amazing posters and bookmarks to promote the week’s theme, ‘Read, Grow, Inspire, and their 
love of reading. During the week, various activities were held that incorporated different aspects of Literacy. This included multiple 
competitions, the infamous Spelling Bee, and culminated in the Dress-up Day on Friday. 

Bookmark Competition 
Winners

Poster Competition 
Winners

Get Caught Reading Spelling Bee Dress Up Day

Years 7 - 8 
Sara S

Junior School 
Olivia B

1st - Cameron B and 
Gabriel L

1st - Liana P
Years 7 - 8  

1st - Aarya P  
2nd - Amery H

Years 9 - 10 
Jason L and Linda H

Senior School 
Maram A

2nd - Sara D 2nd - Jackson D
Years 9 - 10 

1st - Shaylem O  
2nd - Year 10 Student Leaders

Years 11 - 12 
Olivia S

3rd - Knox K 3rd - Dylan O
Years 11 - 12 
1st  - Olivia S  
2nd  - Tom H

The Grand Finale was undoubtedly Dress-up Day, where staff 
and students got into the spirit of Book Week by dressing up as 
their favourite characters. The College was overrun with ghouls, 
wizards, secret spies, pirates, lost boys, various superheroes, 
and other fantastic characters.

Many thanks to all the staff and students who stepped up to 
engage in this amazing yearly event, and we look forward to 
seeing all the creative ideas flowing again next year.

“There is more treasure in books than in all the pirate’s loot on 
Treasure Island.” – Walt Disney.

Amanda Kaljee
Literacy Coordinator  
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‘Booked Out’
Excitement reigned in our Year 7 classes in Term 1, with students 
reading and sharing a myriad of novels. They got up close and 
personal with their characters and settings, worked closely with 
their literature circle groups, and practised their speaking and 
listening skills. When the last page had been enjoyed, students 
basked in their success and completed some fantastic one-
pagers to share their analytical findings.  

Victoria Davey  
Year 7 English Program Coordinator  

Scribblers’ Festival Excursion
In Term 4, we enjoyed taking Ashdale’s young storytellers, 
novelists, and creatives to the Perth Scribblers’ Literary Festival. 
Held in the beautiful heritage space of the Perth Town Hall, 
students attended author talks by A. J. Betts, a local Perth writer 
whose work has been turned into a Hollywood series, and by 
Gary Lonesborough, a proud Yuin man whose candid and funny 
novels describe life as an Aboriginal teenager. Students could 
meet the authors afterwards and bring or buy copies of their 
novels to have signed. Once we had our hands on these new 
novels, the students enjoyed a picnic lunch on the Sustainability 
Lawn outside St George’s Cathedral. 

You will be pleased to hear that the event organisers remarked 
upon the polite and respectful conduct of the Ashdale College 
students. Our students also impressed the authors by asking 
insightful questions about writing in diverse genres or the pitfalls 
of ‘perfectionism’ in the writing process. A big thank you to Mr 
Canham for driving the bus!

Any passionate writers are very welcome to join us at the Creative 
Writing Club in the Creative Lab on Wednesdays at lunchtime. 

Ellen O’Brien and Caitlin Reeves
English

Harvest Launch Party 
The first edition of Harvest was launched at the Ashdale 
Showcase in Week 9 of Term 4.

Harvest is a creative writing anthology featuring the best work 
from Ashdale’s talented young writers. The first edition was 
launched by Mrs Bogunovich (Principal), Mrs McSweeney 
(English HOLA) and Dr O’Brien (Editor) on the quadrangle stage.  

This year featured a themed competition on the topic of 
‘Belonging.’ After much deliberation from the judging panel, we 
were delighted to announce the Harvest Competition winners. 
The Junior School prize was awarded to Amari Song for her piece 
‘The Home of My Guilt.’ Caleb Williams won the Senior School 
prize with his piece ‘Soul Meets Body.’ The winners received 
a $50 voucher from Planet Books, a framed certificate and 
hardcover editions of literary classics, which Planet Books Mt 
Lawley kindly donated.

Attendees were invited to the After Party to grab their copy of 
Harvest and get it signed by the incredible authors whose work 
is featured in the volume.

Keep an eye out for the 2024 Call for Submissions, and don’t 
forget to ask your English teacher for updates about the next 
edition… coming December 2024!

Ellen O’Brien
Teacher - English 
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Mathematics

International Pi Day 
Pi Day is celebrated globally on March 14 every year to recognise 
the mathematical constant, Pi. The approximate value of Pi is 
3.14. The date, when written in the format of month/day (3/14), 
matches the first three digits.

And how did this symbol get the name “pi”? It was first called 
“pi” in 1706 by Welsh mathematician William Jones because 
pi is the first letter in the Greek word perimitros, which means 
“perimeter”. The perimeter of a circle, circumference, is found by 
multiplying pi (3.14) by the diameter of the circle. In other words, 
the diameter of any circle can be wrapped around the perimeter 
3.14 times.

To celebrate Pi Day at ASC, Miss Jin, Mr Lo, and Mrs Lalji’s Year 8 
Extension classes used the students to create Pi symbols and the 
equation 3.14   on the school oval. Mr Austin’s Year 11 Certificate 
II in Engineering (Drones) students were asked to use their drone 
experience to take videos and photos of the students as part of 
a real-life business proposal to address parts of their course in 
safety analysis and drone experience. Ms Perryman’s Year 12 
mathematics class also assisted students and held “Happy Pi 
Day” posters.

Thank you also to Mr Rains and Mr Winter for supporting this 
event, which we hope to do again next year.

Tracey Rutter
Numeracy Coordinator 

Indigenous Culture in Mathematics 
In a Year 10 mathematics class, students had the opportunity 
to develop their cultural understanding of Indigenous Australia. 
In Term 2, the students were learning about the concept of 
Pythagoras’ Theorem and how it can be used to find the length of 
sides in right-angle triangles. Students had grasped the concept 
well and were ready to apply the theorem to real-life contexts. 
Students were posed with the following challenge:

A piece of artwork is being replicated and displayed at school. 
The artwork is fragile and requires a steel beam to run diagonally 
along the back of the artwork. How long would the length of the 
steel beam need to be?

The students were then introduced to the artwork for this task, a 
painting titled ‘Wetlands, Derbarl Yerrigan’ by Whadjuk Ballardong 
artist Yondee Shane Hansen. Students discussed the painting 
and its representation before applying mathematical skills to the 

problem. They identified the Derbarl Yerrigan on the painting, 
making the connection to the Swan River, and were eager to learn 
more about the six (6) Noongar seasons that were represented 
throughout the painting’s colours. The painting inspired great 
interest in the Noongar seasons, with the students discussing 
the different seasons and what they might be in at the moment. 
Once students understood the painting, they could successfully 
apply their knowledge of Pythagoras’ Theorem to solve the initial 
challenge.

It was great to see students engaging in discussions and 
broadening their knowledge of the culture and perspectives 
of Indigenous Australia. The spark in their interest is only the 
beginning, as the Mathematics Learning Area looks forward to 
developing ways to continue bringing Indigenous perspectives 
into the classroom.

Isy Torretti
ECU Pre-Service Teacher

Australian Mathematics Competition
This year, 112 students were chosen to compete in the Australian Mathematics Competition held during the first week in August. This 
Competition is an international event that has over 40 countries competing for prizes and certificates.

To achieve a distinction in the Australian Mathematics competition, students need to score in the top 20% of students. I congratulate 
the following students who achieved a distinction in the Competition. From Year 7, Utsav, Josna, Jesse, Femi, Ishwa, Jevin, Kavya and 
Shree. In Year 8, Rishi, Dhriti, Harry, Caleb and Blake. From Year 9, we have Mahi, Will, Xavier, Fillip, Ellen, Zak and Vedant. From Year 
10, Shawn, Liam, Sofia, and finally, in Year 11, Henry P.

The Best In School Award is given to the student with the best overall score of the 166 students who participated in the Competition. 
The student who took out this top award was Mahi in year 9. Well done, Mahi, for your excellent result.

Congratulations to all the students who participated in the Australian Mathematics competition. I look forward to next year’s results.

Adam Rains 
Head of Learning Area - Mathematics 
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Numeracy Week Success: A Celebration of Mathematics at Ashdale Secondary College 
In Week 6 of Term 3, Ashdale Secondary College ignited a passion for mathematics and numbers like never before with our exciting 
Numeracy Week! This week-long celebration saw students showcasing their mathematical talents and enjoying a variety of engaging 
competitions. 

Guess the Number of Lollies in a Jar

One of the most popular contests during 
Numeracy Week was the “Guess the 
Number of Lollies in a Jar” competition. 

Congratulations to our perceptive winners: 

• Years 7 - 9 Guess Winner: Kayla Stewart guessed 201 lollies (with 202 being 
the actual count). 

• Years 10 - 12 Guess Winner: Jason Oliver, who came remarkably close with a 
guess of 225 lollies (there were 229 in the jar). 

Calculate the Number of Lollies in a Jar

In this challenging contest, students had to 
apply mathematical reasoning to estimate 
the lolly count.

Our clever winners were: 

• Years 7 - 9 Calculate Winner: Nishtha Patel impressively calculated 300 lollies 
(the actual count). 

• Years 10 - 12 Calculate Winner: Cameron Bywaters precisely calculated 275 
lollies (matching the actual count). 

Basketball Hoop Challenge

The excitement continued with a thrilling 
basketball competition organised by Mr. 
Arulnamby. Students put their shooting skills 
to the test, aiming to make the most hoops 
in just 30 seconds. 

Congratulations to our talented basketball winners: 

• Year 7 Winner: Traeson Takapu 

• Year 8 Winner: Kalan Tzavellas 

• Year 9 Winner: Pruthviraj Chauhan 

• Year 12 Winner: Brayden Smith

Chess Tournament

Our Chess Tournament, organised by Mr. 
Winter, provided the perfect platform for 
those who prefer cerebral challenges. 

Congratulations to our chess champions: 

• Year 10 Winners: Shawn Gaspar and  
Christian Nikolovski 

• Year 7 Winner: Benjamin Terry

Throughout Numeracy Week, our dedicated Maths staff proudly donned their ‘maths t-shirts,’ 
adding to the mathematical spirit in the college. The week was filled with joy, camaraderie, and a 
newfound appreciation for the beauty of numbers. 

Numeracy Week 2023 was an enormous success, fostering a love for mathematics and showcasing 
the incredible talent of our students. Thank you to all participants and organisers for making it a memorable and 
educational experience! We look forward to even more exciting events like these in the future.  

Tracey Rutter  
Numeracy Coordinator 

Home Economics

Coffee Scrubs   
The Year 11 Children, Family and Community students explored 
human development and sought strategies to promote emotional 
health in Term 1. The students were tasked with creating a care 
item to benefit the emotional well-being of a 17-year-old girl and 
came up with various ideas. They also investigated available 
resources and found that the grind from the barista machines 
used in Hospitality needed to be utilised and would be perfect for 
making a body scrub. The Coffee Scrub was a huge success and 
a great way to use the excess coffee ground that would usually 
have been thrown away.

Jessie Burke 
Teacher - Home Economics

Care Packages 
We are so proud of our relationship with No Limits Perth and are 
honoured to assist when possible. Our Year 12 Home Economics 
students helped to raise funds to purchase care packages for 
those in need. We hope they take their experience working with 
No Limits Perth to spread kindness and continue helping those 
in need.

Jessie Burke 
Teacher - Home Economics



2023 has been a great year within Design and Technology 
(D&T). From excellent student results to amazing projects and 
new technology, we have continued to push the boundaries of 
excellence.

Coming off the back of our inaugural 2022 Year 12 ATAR Engineering 
Studies (Mechatronics) class, who scored an average of 65% in 
their final WACE exams, our 2023 class did not disappoint. As part 
of the program, students are challenged to pick an engineering 
problem and must investigate and develop a solution. In 2023, our 
ATAR Year 12 students tackled issues such as charging devices 
sustainably, wireless emergency communication, energy 
generation and vision assistance devices. Utilising Arduino 
microcontrollers, electrical components and CAM technology 
(laser cutting and 3D printing), these students have excelled in 
displaying their engineering prowess, and we can’t wait to see 
what amazing things they tackle in their engineering journeys 
over the coming years!

Speaking of engineering, we have been wowed by what our Year 9 and 10 Mechatronics and Screen to Machine Engineering students 
have achieved this year. From simple circuits to obstacle avoidance robots and smart homes, the Year 9 and 10 Mechatronics students 
have set themselves up for an exciting journey in engineering over the next few years. In Screen to Machine Engineering, the Year 9 
students have tackled aerodynamics, rolling efficiency, and civil engineering challenges with tower design and construction. In Year 10, 
students investigated sea container homes and 3D modelling, developing skills that will set them up for a successful journey as they 
move into senior school.

These subjects lead directly into our ATAR and General Engineering Studies pathways, and with Ashdale still being one of the few 
schools to offer these pathways, it is great to see how well our students continue to perform in them. Our Year 11 ATAR Engineering 
Studies (Mechatronics) class has exceeded all expectations and pushed the College’s engineering limits, with amazing marble sorting 
systems being developed. We can’t wait to see what engineering problems they pick to tackle in 2024!

Our General Engineering Studies (Mechanical) students in Years 11 and 12 exceeded all expectations. In Year 11, students investigated 
aerodynamics and finished the year designing, building, and firing rocket cars! What’s not to love about making something and seeing 
it race down the basketball courts with smoke and fire coming out the back of it?

In Year 12, our General students had the opportunity to design and build catapults. These students created these from scratch to extend 
their understanding of 2D and 3D modelling. They were able to successfully fire 10mm ball bearings under controlled conditions to see 
who had designed the most efficient catapult. It must also be said that these Year 12 students achieved the best average score that 
Ashdale has seen in the Externally Set Task (EST) for General Engineering Studies, an excellent achievement for this group of hard-
working students!

Elsewhere, Metalwork has gone from strength to strength at the College. Our Year 9 students have worked wonders in developing their 
welding skills, utilising their strengths to build fantastic and well-refined projects, including custom-made cars and trucks using various 
metal sections. In Year 10, students made fire pits and barbeques, turned bullet-style key chains, and fabricated an engineer’s vice.

Woodwork has seen the introduction of the pinball project in Year 9, an exciting and new project idea that has challenged students to 
think outside the box and develop their woodworking skills in new ways. Our General Material, D&T classes in Years 11 

and 12 have seen the likes of dartboard cabinets, bar stools and tables built in Woodwork while folding barbeques and 
shovels have shown off students’ welding and fabrication skills in Metalwork.

We have also seen some very delicate work being created within the jewellery area. Students have been able to use 
silver and other similar semi-precious materials in their work, creating incredible pieces such as rings and pendants. They 
have also tried various casting techniques, further increasing their design and production skills.

Not only has D&T seen great projects and shown why practical subjects are crucial to student 
success, but our students have also excelled in the competition space. In Term 2, students from 

Year 10 Mechatronics and Screen to Machine Engineering entered the 
Science and Engineering Challenge. Tackling various engineering 

challenges, Ashdale came 3rd out of the eight schools that 
competed on the day and was the top public school! This again 
shows how exceptional our students are in the engineering field! 
After such an amazing year, we are excited to see where 2024 
takes us and how far our students can continue to push the 
boundaries of excellence!

Steve Warwick 
Teacher - Design and Technology 
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Design and Technology

Ashdale Robotics Team
2023 marked the 3rd year of competition for the Ashdale Robotics 
Team. With new and old members alike, the Team spent the first 
two and a half terms preparing their robot, Lil’ Timmy, for the 
WA Robotics Playoffs in August at Curtin Stadium. Up against 
15 other teams from high schools and universities from around 
the State, Lil’ Timmy’s Big Team were praised for being the only 
Team (apart from Curtin Uni) to attempt a self-designed drive 
train, as well as a pickup mechanism that challenged the students 
in both their design and engineering skills. The Team worked 
wonders throughout the year and showed their team spirit and 
commitment to success over the competition weekend, even 
when the robot had radio and communication issues throughout 
the first day of competition (and proceeded to destroy itself!). 
Coming together, the Team never gave up and worked hard to get 
the robot repaired and working, resulting in them being awarded 
the Team Spirit Award for the second time!

After the success of the competition weekend, the Team 
represented the College for the Education Minister’s visit in the 
week after the competition. Speaking to the Honourable Jason 
Clare MP and Dr Tony Buti MLA, the Team showed why they 
work so well together and why they are becoming the envy of 
robotics teams in the State.

The Team also had the opportunity to visit the Woodside Robotics 
Labs. Here, students could see working robots, hear from industry 
professionals, and operate the $100,000 Spot Dog robot!

In 2024, the Ashdale Robotics Team will be pushing themselves 
even further. In addition to competing at the WA Robotics 
Playoffs in August, the Team will tackle the FIRST Robotics 
Competition Southern Cross Regional in Sydney in March 2024! 
This fantastic opportunity could not happen without the support 
of the parents and families of the team members, as well as 
the ongoing support the Team gets from Mrs Bogunovich and 
the College P&C. We can’t wait to share the Team’s progress 
over the January holidays as they get their robot ready, and their 
journey to compete against 50 teams from around Australia and 
the World in mid-March next year!

Steve Warwick 
Teacher - Design and Technology
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A Prime Time  
The Year 8 and 9 ICT Specialist classes have had their hands full 
in Term 2, unpacking the new Lego Spike Prime Robot kits. The 
College purchased 12 kits, the latest model in Lego’s educational 
robot range. The new range offers a sleeker battery hub. These 
ports now accommodate any sensor and a much wider range of 
attachments, including four large wheels with tyres, tooth circle 
gears and frames, allowing for more versatile builds rather than 
just wheel-based constructions. Year 8 students managed to 
build and program a forklift, rubbish sorter, soccer player, rubbish 
sweeper, and Gangnam Style dancer.

Rachel Farnay  
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Information & Communication Technology (ICT)

Photography around Perth
In Term 2,  Year 11 and 12 Design Photography classes enjoyed 
an excursion to Perth to view and photograph various street 
art locations, before moving on to Kings Park for some nature 
photography. It was a beautiful day and a fantastic excursion with 
this group of students.

Debbie Yates
Head of Learning Area - ICT

Cyber Security Competitions
On Friday, 9 September, we had an incursion to allow students in 
Years 9, 10 and 12 to compete in the CyberTaipan competition run 
by the CSIRO. The all-day contest involved students from across 
Australia competing to secure servers and solve cyber problems 
of all kinds. All the students competing in this competition had 
never tried this before. Still, our teams all placed in the top half 
of the ladder, with one team maintaining second place for quite 
some time before finally finishing 13th nationally.

This was an incredible result, and the students look forward to 
competing again next year and topping this performance!

Also impressive – two teams of Ashdale students signed 
themselves up for ECU’s PeCan Capture the Flag competition. 
This was another national cyber security competition, focussing 
on hacking and defensive skills, run in conjunction with the 
Australian Signals Directorate (i.e., the intelligent intelligence 
agency).

The students gave up their entire weekend to learn new skills and 
overcome challenges and came in a strong 16th and 18th place 
against around 50 other teams.

Jonathan Ihlein  
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Youth Innovation Think Tank
In Week 8 of Term 3, two teams of Ashdale students participated 
in a Youth Innovation Think Tank run by the East Metropolitan 
Health Service. The students were given the challenge to provide 
an innovative solution to a real-life problem the health services 
of Western Australia are experiencing – our student’s challenge 
was how to reduce the harm and trauma caused by e-scooter 
accidents. 

The students’ ideas were so well received by the judges that they 
are planning on implementing one of their suggested educational 
programs at Royal Perth Hospital.

Debbie Yates   
Head of Learning Area - ICT
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The Arts & Languages

Mamma Mia! 
From the moment the lights came on for each show, the electrifying energy and infectious enthusiasm captured the hearts of every 
audience member. The talent displayed on that stage was awe-inspiring, leaving us entertained. 

The cast members brought the beloved characters to life with their impeccable performances, transporting us to an enchanting Greek 
island. Their vocals were nothing short of sensational, hitting those high notes with incredible precision, and the choreography was a 
joy to behold! Each actor infused their role with a unique charisma and charm, making it impossible not to be entirely captivated by 
their talent.

Behind the scenes, the crew worked tirelessly to create a mesmerising world of lights, set designs, and seamless scene transitions. 
Their attention to detail was remarkable, ensuring that every aspect of the production was visually stunning and enhanced the overall 
experience for the audience.

A special shoutout to the incredible production team who masterfully brought the vision of Mamma Mia! to life. Their creativity, dedication, 
and leadership shone through every scene, resulting in a production that will be cherished in our memories for years to come.

To sum it up, Ashdale Secondary College’s production of Mamma Mia! was an absolute triumph, leaving us singing, dancing, and 
smiling long after the final curtain call. It’s a testament to the incredible talent and dedication of everyone involved. 

The Arts
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Moulin Rouge excursion
On Thursday, 23 March, 18 select students from Years 10, 11 and 
12 from our production cast/chorus members had the privilege of 
attending the ‘Get Technical - Behind the Scene’ experience of the 
ten times Tony Award-winning Musical ‘Moulin Rouge!’ at Crown 
Theatre. It was a unique opportunity for our Arts students to be 
exposed to the fantastic career opportunities behind the scenes in 
technical theatre production. 

We all had an unforgettable day and learned much in this unique 
setting. To learn from such outstanding and inspirational industry 
professionals was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for our students. 
Students and staff were treated to the mesmerisingly spectacular 
opening number. Afterwards, the technical aspects of musical 
production were addressed, including costume, lighting, props, 
sound and scenography, which were all covered to allow students 
to see the complexity involved in theatre production. 

We hope to apply much of what we learnt to our upcoming musical 
production later this year. Furthermore, we hope that this experience 
has inspired many of our Arts students to pursue a career in theatre.

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts

Contemporary Band Festival Rocks
Late August saw an electrifying spectacle at the Contemporary 
Band Festival, igniting the stage enthusiastically. Ashdale’s creative 
flames burned bright as two remarkable bands took centre stage, 
breathing life into iconic melodies such as Journey’s “Separate 
Ways,” Creed’s “Higher,” and the Eagles’ timeless classic “Hotel 
California.” Beyond performing established hits, both ensembles 
showcased unique original compositions, serving as a testament 
to their artistic prowess. 

This festival also marked a poignant farewell to the trailblazing 
Year 12 talents—Eddie, Ben, Zach, Josiah, and Corey—whose 
remarkable journey in Ashdale’s Contemporary Ensemble, 
spanning from Year 7, has left an indelible mark. As they prepare 
to embark on new horizons, their departure leaves us with a 
mix of admiration and melancholy, a testament to their enduring 
impact on the musical landscape at Ashdale Secondary College.

Tyson Wilkie 
Teacher - The Arts and Languages  

Mary Poppins

On Wednesday, 18 October, a distinguished group of 25 students, 
carefully selected from our Dance Academy and Years 9 - 11 Drama 
and Dance, were afforded the exceptional opportunity to attend 
the ‘Get Technical - Performance and Behind the Scenes’ event 
for ‘Mary Poppins: The Musical’ at the illustrious Crown Theatre. 
This event served as a pivotal moment for our Performing Arts 
students, unveiling the plethora of remarkable career prospects 
within theatre production’s technical facets.

The day was nothing short of extraordinary, imparting a wealth of 
knowledge and insight within the remarkable context of this unique 
experience. To be mentored by these exceptional and inspirational 
industry professionals was a once-in-a-lifetime privilege for our 
students. The performance itself was a mesmerising spectacle 
that left an indelible mark on all who witnessed it.

Following the performance, our students and staff were treated to an 
immersive exploration of the technical intricacies of musical production. 
Topics ranged from costume design, lighting, props, and sound 
engineering to scenography. The presentations were meticulously 
crafted, offering our students a comprehensive understanding of the 
intricate complexities inherent in theatre production.

Furthermore, we aspire that this event has ignited a passion 
within many of our Arts students, compelling them to pursue a 
career within the captivating realm of the theatre.

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts
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Dance Showcases
Ashdale Secondary College held two Dance Showcases. The evenings truly exceeded our expectations, and we couldn’t be prouder of 
our incredible students. The Dance Showcases for 2023 was nothing short of a resounding success. Our students, from Years 7 to 11, 
showcased their immense talent and skill with dedication and passion. Their performances were a testament to their hard work and 
commitment, and it was evident that they poured their hearts and souls into their craft.

The ACS staff were delighted to welcome remarkable audiences of family and friends who joined us to support our talented dancers.  The 
energy and enthusiasm in the theatre were palpable, with resounding applause, cheering, and a sense of awe filling the room throughout 
the evening. The program featured an impressive variety of performances, including solos, duets, trios, small troupes, and captivating 
group items, showcasing the diversity of dance styles and the versatility of our students. Their dedication and outstanding performances 
were further acknowledged by their achievements in prestigious dance competitions across Perth throughout the past Semester.

They were indeed nights to remember, filled with outstanding performances and a true celebration of the talent and dedication that our 
dance students have here at ASC. The dance staff are incredibly proud.

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts

Young Originals Art Exhibition
Congratulations to Keisha (Year 11) for having her artwork (acrylic 
paint on timber), “Rev head and proud of it!” selected for the 
Young Originals art exhibition. Keisha has loved cars most of her 
life; her artwork features a wish list of cars she would acquire 
if she won the lotto. She arranged the cars to appear as if they 
were physically hung from the board. The inspiration for this 
work was from a trompe-l’œil painter Pere Borrell del Caso. The 
artwork, Escaping Criticism, gave Keisha the idea to incorporate 
the illusion of depth within “Rev head and proud of it!”, making it 
appear three-dimensional. 

The Young Originals art exhibition is funded by the Western 
Australian Secondary School Executives Association (WASSEA) 
and the Sangora Education Foundation in partnership with Edith 
Cowan University (ECU), the School of Arts and Humanities 
and the Department of Education (Public Education in Western 
Australia). Keisha’s artwork was on exhibition from 10 - 29 
August at the Spectrum Project Space (Building 3), Edith Cowan 
University, Mt Lawley.

Mo Iqbal
Teacher - The Arts 

Who Gives a Crêpe

Salut, members of the Ashdale Secondary College community!

Our Year 8 French Language students participated in their much 
anticipated French Crepe Incursion in Semester 2. Our friendly 
providers from “Who Gives a Crêpe” gave us a memorable 
experience, immersing us in French and transporting us to France 
through our taste buds.

The students were excited to be rewarded with this experience 
and put their French-speaking skills to the test after a semester 
of diligent work. Being surrounded by French music, ordering 
crêpes with sweet variations such as Nutella and banana, and 
savoury options like spinach and cheese, the incursion was an 
enjoyable and bustling experience for all involved. 

À la prochaine fois !

Madame Sarah Bara
Teacher - French, Mathematics, Visual Arts, and Music

Japanese Language Blossoms at Ashdale
A vibrant cultural journey is infolding at Ashdale Secondary 
College, where the allure of Japanese has taken hold. 
Enthusiastic Year 7 and 8 students have delved headfirst into the 
enchanting realm of Japanese culture, engaging in immersive 
classes exploring festivals, origami, manga, and the elegant art 
of calligraphy. Japanese has become a dynamic cornerstone 
of Ashdale’s curriculum and culture. With an air of anticipation, 
promising and exciting developments surrounding Japanese at 
the College will be announced in 2024! 

Tyson Wilkie 
Teacher - The Arts and Languages 
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On Monday, 4 December 2023, Margaret Quirk MLA and Ashdale Secondary College Principal Mrs Jacquie 
Bogunovich opened The Collective Art Exhibition. Ms. Quirk and Mrs. Bogunovich praised the students for their 
talent in media manipulation, dedication to their practices and bright ideas. Artworks that demonstrated best 
practices from Years 7 to 12 were selected. This year, students explored a variety of traditional and contemporary 
artists from around the world, art movements, themes and techniques. 

The 2023 exhibition displayed a diverse collection of more than 500 artworks from students across various 
art disciplines. The featured categories included Year 12 and 11 General Visual Arts, Year 7 and 8 General Visual 
Arts, Year 9 and 10 Applied Arts, Year 9 3D Art, and Year 9 Contemporary Art and Design. The showcased pieces 
encompassed various mediums, such as coloured pencils, printmaking, graphite pencils, oil pastels, marker 
drawings, paintings, paper art, ceramic work, collages, cardboard, fabric, and paper-mâché sculptures.

The Visual Arts department extends its congratulations to two outstanding students. Brayden Smith, a Year 12 General 
Visual Arts student, was selected for the 2023 Principal’s Choice with his mixed media artwork “Rolex”. Meanwhile, 
Monika Jovceska, a Year 11 General Visual Arts student, earned the 2023 Viewer’s Choice for her captivating artwork 

“Going Merry.”

The Visual Arts department would like to thank the Home Economics department for their 
delicious catering for our event and the Arts team members for helping to set up behind 
the scenes. Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to all the students in the Visual Arts program. 
Throughout the year, your unwavering passion and dedication have been evident in the 
exceptional work you’ve produced. You consistently set the bar high and then surpass it; 

for that, we take great pride in your accomplishments. We eagerly await witnessing 
the artistic endeavours and achievements that 2024 will unfold.

Mo Iqbal, Tarryne Hutchinson, Lisa Briscoe, Sarah Bara and Tyson Wilkie 
The Visual Arts Teaching Staff

COLLECTIVE

EXHIBITION
ART
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Health and Physical Education

Athetics Carnival 
As another fantastic school year draws to a close, we are excited to reflect on 
the exciting moments and exceptional accomplishments of our annual Athletics 
Carnival. On Thursday, 31 August, our students proudly represented their 
houses. They displayed their amazing skills and good sportsmanship, creating a 
fantastic atmosphere in the house bays, on the track, and on the field.

The House bays decked out in plenty of colours, combined with the fantastic 
house chants and support, willed the competitors to jump higher, throw longer 
and run faster all day. This infectious, positive house spirit makes the day truly 
special to be a part of!

We had several outstanding individual performances on the day, with over 30 
school records broken at the carnival!

Curie ran out as the overall winner with 7,133 points, followed by Galileo with 
6,288, Newton with 5,792 and Tesla with 5,634.

Congratulations to all participants, especially our Year group champions and 
runners-up!

Year Champion Runner-up

7 Girls Mia Edwards (206) Leija Smith (161)

7 Boys Daniel Webster (166) Liam McCarthy (133)

8 Girls Amy Vega (201) Jemma Tognetti (182)

8 Boys Leon Atkin (180) Dhruv Dutt (163)

9 Girls Lilijana Nosow (237) Ellie Prosser (233)

9 Boys Hussen Jamal Eddine (163) Dylan Johannes (152)

10 Girls Emily Nastov-Hernandez (205) Nina Scholfield (192)

10 Boys Cale Lance (199) Mitchell Thomas (189)

11+ Girls Sophie Felton (218) Abbie Vincent (186)

11+ Boys Riley Wedgwood (168) Ayush Kothari (155)

RECORDS BROKEN 
Girls field event records broken (8 records broken)

Triple jump

• Year 8 - Ebony Antulov (Galileo) - 9.48m
• Year 9 - Daphne Baker (Galileo) - 10.28m (the record has 

been standing since 2017!)
• Year 11+ - Alani Naylor (Newton) - 9.89m

Long jump

• Year 9 - Lilijana Nosow (Curie) - 4.39m (the record has been 
standing since 2018!)

• Year 11+ - Natalie Malicky (Tesla) - 4.35m *tied with record*
• High jump:
• Year 10 - Emily Nastov Hernandez (Galileo) - 1.4m

Discus

• Year 7 - Mia Edwards (Tesla) - 24.26m
• Year 8 - Sienna Young (Galileo) - 23.54m

Girls track event records broken: (17 records broken)

100m

• Year 8 - Ebony Oldfield (Tesla) - 14.13s
• Year 10 - Abbey Frazer (Galileo) - 13.78s *tied with record*

200m (all records broken)

• Year 7 - Kate Paulton (Tesla) - 29.67s
• Year 8 - Jemma Tognetti (Curie) - 30.58s (the record has been 

standing since 2017!)
• Year 9 - Daphne Baker (Galileo) - 28.51s
• Year 10 - Abbey Frazer (Galileo) - 29.54s
• Year 11+ - Natalie Malicky (Tesla) - 28.02s

400m

• Year 8 - Jemma Tognetti (Curie) - 1:11.13
• Year 9 - Sienna Weston (Newton) - 1:11.52
• Year 10 - Emily Nastov Hernandez (Galileo) - 1:14.80

 

 
 
 
800m

• Year 8 - Jemma Tognetti (Curie) - 3:08.40
• Year 9 - Daphne Baker (Galileo) - 2:54.40
• Year 10 - Emily Nastov Hernandez (Galileo) - 2:58.20
• Year 11+ - Abbie Vincent (Newton) - 3:03.00

1500m

• Year 7 - Oriana Houston (Curie) - 6:17.54
• Year 10 - Emily Nastov Hernandez (Galileo) - 6:19.70
• Year 11+ - Sophie Felton (Curie) - 6:28.40
• Boys track event records broken: (9 records broken)

100m

• Year 8 - Adam Ajis (Galileo) - 12.07s
• Year 10 - Nikolce Ajis (Curie) - 11.92s

200m

• Year 8 - Adam Ajis (Galileo) - 26.75s
• Year 10 - Nikolce Ajis (Curie) - 24.77s

800m

• Year 8 - Leon Atkin (Curie) - 2:34.40
• Year 9 - Hao Dai (Curie) - 2:32.60

1500m

• Year 8 - Leon Atkin (Curie) - 5:16.07
• Year 10 - Mitchell Thomas (Curie) - 5:15.70
• Year 11+ - Riley Wedgewood (Newton) - 5:20.40

Health and Physical Education cannot thank all the staff enough 
for their endless help and assistance on the day. This carnival 
cannot go ahead without your fantastic support!

Scott Brown, Luke Ioppolo and the HPE Learning Area 
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2023 Interschool Athetics Carnival 
This year, our Interschool Athletics team had tremendous success thanks to our students who 
showed incredible talent, determination, and commitment. The week before, our athletes had 
the chance to fine tune their abilities at the Training Day. With events ranging from long-distance 
running and hurdles to high jump and the relays, our students dedication to improving was clear 
to see all in preparation for the SSWA Athletics C Division Carnival.

The sun was shining and the proverbial ‘heat’ was on, but our Ashdale students continued to 
up the ante and conquered the heat. And as the temperature soared, so did our school scores! 
Ashdale triumphed at the SSWA C Division Athletics Carnival, celebrating a resounding victory 
with a total of 1666 points, surpassing 2nd place by 278 points. Despite the heat, the Ashdale 
athletes demonstrated exceptional skill, teamwork, and perseverance, with the relays being a 
standout highlight. We couldn’t be prouder of this achievement and are excited to see what the 
future holds for our talented students in our promotion to B Division next year!

Congratulations to all our athletes, with honourable mentions to our individual champions and 
runners up!

SSWA 2023 C Division Athletics Individual Champions and Top 3 Placements 

Name Year Placing Points

Liam McCarthy 7 3rd 33

Adam Ajis 8 1st 89

Daphne Baker 9 2nd 58

Nikolce Ajis 10 3rd 39

Abbey Frazer 10 2nd 65 

Xavier Hickey 12 2nd 29

Natalie Malicky 12 2nd 67

Health and Physical Education Team 

Afterschool SSWA Sport
During Term 1, 2 and 3, students across all year groups competed 
in extra-curricular AFL competitions. Ashdale competed in 
four competitions, including the Girls Year 7-9 Fremantle 
Dockers Cup, Girls Year 10-12 Fremantle Dockers Cup, Boys 
Year 8/9 Eagles Cup, and Boys Year 10-12 School Cup Jakovich 
Division. Our students competed against schools around WA, 
including Carine SHS, Yanchep, John Septimus Roe, Wanneroo 
SHS, and Warwick SHS, some being AFL specialist schools! 
Ashdale fought valiantly in these games. The highlights of the 
tournaments were the player’s resilience, enthusiasm and skill 
development of players who had not played the game before. 

Congratulations to our Year 7-9 girls who placed third in our pool 
and our Year 10–12 girls who tied for first place on the ladder! We 
are proud of your development and look forward to your further 
involvement for many years to come!

Our boy’s tournaments saw friendships being formed in an overall 
positive culture of AFL. The Year 8/9 team started with an away 
fixture at JSR in which the boys performed well to get a four-goal 
win! Our Year 10-12 team played exceptionally well throughout 
the season, with a highlight being ASC, beating Butler College by 
62 points! While they did not progress to finals, they should still 
be incredibly proud of their efforts, including defeating Wanneroo 
SHS, an AFL specialist school. The boys performed excellently, 
and it was a great season with many highlights, including some 
boys kicking their first goals for Ashdale! 

The College looks forward to the AFL team’s continued growth 
in 2024! We also had students in Years 11-12 trial to participate in 
the SSWA Senior School Basketball Tournament. Ashdale 1 and 
the Ashdale girl’s teams fought bravely in the final. Unfortunately, 
John Septimus Roe (basketball specialist school) was too 
strong. Performances like this and previous students’ success in 
basketball have increased whole-school participation and resulted 
in a Year 9 basketball elective option for 2024! This class will be 
mixed-gender and take the place of general physical education. 
Participating students will build on fundamental skills, strategies, 
and mental skills associated with the game.

Lightning Carnivals 
This year, students from Years 7–10 had the opportunity to participate in a range of sports, including hockey, basketball, volleyball, 
netball, soccer, and AFL competing against other schools for fun. These carnivals encouraged teamwork and friendships between 
Ashdale students and other schools and allowed students to try sports they may not have tried before!
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Soccer Academy 
This year, Soccer Academy students from Years 9, 10, 
and 11 had the opportunity to compete in the SingaCup 
in Singapore. Our Ashdale team finished 3rd overall, with 
Jack Connolly from Year 11 winning the tournament’s 
Golden Boot, scoring 15 goals over the whole tournament! 
In other news, the SSWA Soccer games displayed our player’s 
exceptional skills and determination. Our Year 9/10 team 
showcased their remarkable abilities and effort, reaching the 
semi-finals against a tough Lake Joondalup Baptist College team. 
The 7/8 team demonstrated exceptional skill by making it to the 
quarter-finals.  

Though the semi-final loss was devastating, Ashdale Soccer 
Academy is delighted to say that its Year 9/10 squad is ranked 
among the top 4 teams in the state. This accomplishment is a 
credit to our teachers’ and players’ talent, commitment, and effort.

The Year 9/10 Soccer Academy boys also entered an SSWA Futsal 
tournament, with 53 teams from all over the state nominated. 
This tournament saw our team secure 2nd place, narrowly 
missing out on the championship in the Grand Final against South 
Coast Baptist.

The Soccer Academy year 7 team went on some exciting 
excursions this year, including the beach games and fitness 
testing at ECU, which helped our players build friendships and 
fine-tune their abilities, ensuring that they were in top form for 
future competitions.

As we close the chapter on this soccer season, we eagerly 
anticipate our academy’s future successes and growth. 
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Netball Academy 
Our Netball Academy students had a fantastic year, including nail-biting games and carnivals, 
memorable experiences, and excellent skill development. All teams had scratch matches 
over the year against schools, including Atwell College, Butler College, and Belridge SC.

Our Year 7–10 A teams participated in the Northern Netball School Cup in March at Butler 
College, showcasing their exceptional abilities. The grand finals saw our Year 8 team 
win by ten goals and our Year 10 team win by 15, demonstrating our players’ skill and 
sportsmanship. 

Earlier in May of this year, all Year 7–10 teams took part in the SSWA Northern Districts 
Netball Carnival. After placing second in their pool, our A teams missed progressing to the 
finals. Our B and C teams were competitive and had some substantial wins. These carnivals 
tested our student’s limits and strengthened their skills and teamwork for future games!

Our Year 7 class also participated in a team-building beach games excursion to Sorrento 
beach, encouraging our student’s personal development and friendship in addition to their 
physical ability. Our junior teams have looked fantastic in their new netball dresses this 
year! Both our Year 7 and Year 8 teams attended the Multicultural Carnival. Our teams got 
the chance to represent Western Australia’s cultural diversity and interact with players 
of all backgrounds while improving their netball abilities. All teams remained competitive 
throughout the day, only losing one or two games. We also appreciate the Year 10 Netball 
students who offered their time to help umpire and coach. Without their help, we couldn’t 
participate in these carnivals!

Our Year 8 class saw some of the state’s top rising talent during their first WANL 
netball match, an invaluable experience that furthered their learning, enjoyment, and 
understanding of the game. The Year 8’s also attended boxing sessions to challenge the 
students, challenging their fitness and strengthening team cohesion.

In September, our Year 9 class attended their netball academy camp. We faced our fair share 
of injuries and rainy days. However, what truly mattered was how the students responded 
to these setbacks. The girls showed their teamwork as they supported and cared for one 
another, determined to return to the court.

Our Year 10 Netball Academy Class of 2023 attended boxing sessions in Term 1 to develop 
preseason strength and stamina for optimal fitness levels for this season’s games. Their 
dedication to skill development and involvement in the community was demonstrated when 
they visited the Cluster Primary schools and provided Year 5 and 6 students with netball 
coaching sessions earlier in the year. 

Finally, the Year 10 class attended their final camp touring the southwest, competing against schools across the region and engaging in 
fun experiences like super golf, a cave tour, high ropes course, recovery beach swims, and finishing the week with a team awards dinner.  
The future of netball at our College is bright!
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 Year 11 Outdoor Education
During the first semester, Year 11 students took full advantage of the 
warm weather by snorkelling along the north coastline for part of 
Term 1 in preparation for their Rottnest Island Expedition. Students 
explored the island’s unique and diverse bays and basins, which was 
the first time for some. They took pleasure in snorkelling and camping 
and even gave crayfishing a shot. The expedition fostered teamwork 
and resilience, with students forming lasting friendships. Students 
showed a strong dedication to sustainability by picking up rubbish 
during coastal clean-up walks in Semester 1. Students also participated 
in Stand-Up Paddle Boarding lessons at Hillary’s Boat Harbour.

Throughout Term 3, students improved their endurance and stamina 
by riding to local BMX courses and trails. They then went on another 
expedition to Margaret River to experience the Wooditjup Trails.  
Although there were a few stacks, our students showed incredible 
resilience. They embraced the falls as opportunities to learn and 
grow, dusting themselves off and getting right back on their bikes. 
These challenging moments only strengthened their determination 
to conquer the trails, and the smiles on their faces at the end of 
each ride were priceless.

These camps allow students to build on their camping skills, 
including cooking, setting up their tents, building friendships, 
appreciating the natural environment, and creating long-lasting 
memories. The students’ enthusiasm, dedication, and positive 
attitude were evident throughout the year. 

 Year 12 Outdoor Education
Our Year 12 Outdoor Education students had a busy final year. In 
the first Semester, the two classes had surfing lessons at Trigg 
Beach before putting their skills into action along the beautiful 
coast of Western Australia at their Yallingup Camp. Our Year 12 
students also participated in stand-up paddleboarding at Hillary’s 
Boat Harbour, enjoying playing some games and strengthening 
their balancing skills. 

During Term 3, students prepared for their three-day mountain 
biking camp to Margaret River. Students were busy planning for the 
camp and developing their fitness, skills and confidence through 
weekly rides around the local area. They practised different pump 
tracks and trail riding, with many attempting a few impressive 
jumps. All these skills were showcased when riding through the 
pines in the Margaret River region. After familiarising themselves 
with the pines, students took opportunities to lead groups through 
different trail routes and challenge those who wanted the extra 
thrill! 

These camps and experiences in their final year at the college 
allowed students to build on the camping skills they had 
developed in Year 11 and create new skills and leadership. As the 
students reflected on their year, they all expressed gratitude for 
their experiences in Outdoor Education, leaving with memories 
and friendships that will last a lifetime.
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Workplace Learning  
Celebrating another remarkable year, the Workplace Learning 
Program (WPL) at Ashdale Secondary College has proven to be a 
pivotal platform for students exploring diverse career pathways. 

WPL empowers students to make informed decisions 
about their future career pathways by facilitating 
connections with employers across various industries. 
In 2023, a notable 320 students from Ashdale Secondary 
College actively participated in the Workplace Learning Program, 
engaging in real-world work experiences through an impressive 
616 placements across 308 employers. The impact of WPL 
extends beyond these experiences, directly contributing to the 
Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE).

The success of the Workplace Learning Program is deeply 
rooted in the unwavering support of our dedicated employers. 
Their ongoing commitment has been instrumental in making this 
program successful today. As we reflect on our achievements, 
we extend our gratitude to all employers who have played a 
crucial role in shaping the future workforce.

Looking ahead, we are eager to expand our network of employers 
and further enrich the Ashdale Secondary College WPL program. 
If you are interested in becoming a WPL host employer and 
would like more information, please do not hesitate to contact 
us at the College.

In closing, we sincerely thank all students for exemplifying 
themselves and representing Ashdale Secondary College in an 
outstanding manner throughout the community. Together, we 
look forward to continued growth and success in the future.

Jess Della Franca and Christian Apedaile
Workplace Learning Coordinators

VET, WPL & Business

Course Information and Careers Expo    
On Tuesday, 13 June, Ashdale Secondary College held its annual Year 
10 Course Information and Career Expo. This event was a massive 
success, with over 30 providers attending and giving information 
and all sorts of goodies to all interested students and parents.

This night allowed parents and students to learn about 
universities, TAFE, and future job prospects in mining, hospitality, 
defence, and other industries. Students and parents were also 
given information about their 2024/2025 WACE requirements and 
options for subject selections.

Thank you to all the exhibitors, College staff and the broader 
community for making this event a huge success.

Megan Falconer 
Program Coordinator - VET and Workplace Learning

Year 9 Careers Week 
During Week 9, the Year 9 students have been learning and 
exploring a variety of career pathways. They have been taught 
about career adaptability and the importance of employability 
skills, where communication, career learning, compromise, time 
management, and adaptability are skills employers are looking for.

Through a variety of excursions to ECU, Curtin and UWA, visits to 
North Metro TAFE campuses, Joondalup and Clarkson campuses, 
and the Western Australian Institute of Sport, students were able 
to get some hands-on experience and understanding of what 
these campuses have to offer for future pathways. Throughout the 
week, we also had extensive panels with representatives from 
STEM and space, the defence force and allied health services, 
arts and media, mining and sporting industries. In class, students 
were shown and discussed what options they could take for their 
future career pathways.

Career conversations start at home, and a helpful website that 
assists parents and students is www.myfuture.edu.au.

Megan Falconer 
Program Coordinator - VET and Workplace Learning

ECU UniPrep
Ashdale SC has run a UniPrep for schools program for the past 
two (2) years as part of the Year 12 subject selection. Students 
apply to be part of this program, and it is delivered to complement 
students’ general studies timetable. Upon successful completion 
of this program, in combination with their WACE certificate, 
students will receive a minimum ECU indicative ATAR score of 70.

Students are required to meet ECU internal assessment 
schedules and course requirements.  

This year, the successful students were required to attend a three-
day intensive course and a whole day of workshops at Edith Cowan 
University, Joondalup campus, for an on-campus experience.

The students experienced discipline-specific workshops, toured the 
ECU facilities and were able to engage with student ambassadors. 

Megan Falconer 
Program Coordinator - VET and Workplace Learning
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Houses

CURIENEWTON TESLA GALILEO

Inter-House Dance Competition 
The College’s inaugural Inter-House Dance Competition was held 
on Friday, 12 May and was a fantastic showcase of talent and 
creativity. The competition featured a variety of dance styles, and 
each House put forth a unique and spectacular performance.

The choreography for each performance was well-rehearsed and 
impressive. It is important to note that the College’s very own 
students choreographed each House routine. Thank you to the 
House Choreographers for dedicating your time to bringing these 
performances to life. 

The guest judges were impressed with the level of skill and artistry 
on display, and their constructive feedback contributed to the event’s 
overall success. The audience was also treated to an award-winning 
routine by the College’s Dance Academy. What a show! 

Ultimately, Curie emerged as the overall winner, but all the 
Houses should be commended for their fantastic performances. 
The Inter-House dance competition was memorable and exciting, 
showcasing the students’ talent and creativity. A special thank 
you should be extended to Ms Segall for organising and creating 
this incredible Inter-House activity. This competition would not 
have been possible without her hard work and dedication. Ms 
Segall’s tireless efforts in coordinating the logistics, rehearsals, 
and arrangements for the event helped make it a success.

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts 

House Theatresports Competition  
On Tuesday, 12 September, the College witnessed an evening 
of sheer brilliance as 46 talented students from Years 7 - 12 
took centre stage in the Galileo Theatre for the inaugural 
Theatpresports Competition! The atmosphere was electric as 
these young stars competed for glory and to earn valuable points 
for their respective houses. The ultimate prize? A gleaming shield, 
prestigious medals, and an array of fabulous prizes.

Nine dynamic teams, each brimming with energy and enthusiasm, 
embarked on a journey of hilarious improvisation that had both 
the audience and judges in stitches. Laughter echoed through the 
theatre, filling every corner with joy!

Junior School Champions
Isabella L
Liana P

Ashlan W
Leija S

Senior School  Victors
Josiah G
Gabe L

Cameron J
Ben A

In a heart-pounding showdown, the Junior school team emerged 
triumphant, claiming the coveted Theatre Sports Shield for 2023. 
What a nail-biting finish, with the Senior school team falling just 
one point short!

Special recognition goes to our Best Dressed awardees: Tariq Z, 
Rasheed A, Johnny P, and Braith L. 

And let’s not forget our Performer Extraordinaire, the incredibly 
talented Tyler W, who left everyone spellbound with their 
remarkable skills.

It was a night to remember, where creativity and laughter reigned 
supreme. Congratulations to all our participants and winners, and 
a big thank you to our amazing audience of family, friends, and 
staff; your support and interaction made the inaugural Theatre 
Sports Competition a resounding success! 

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts 

Tug-of-War 
Our Inter-House competitions were well underway in Term1. 
Our Year 7 and 8 students competed in an Ashdale SC-themed 
Kahoot and a competitive tug-of-war competition. Each House is 
a team that works together, and every point counts.

Congratulations to the following Mentor winners who were 
awarded valuable House points:

• Miss Hill’s 8.2 Curie

• Mr Canham’s 8.3 Galileo

• Mrs Davie’s 8.7 Galileo

• Miss Marcionni’s 8.8 Netwon

• Mr Mirco’s 8.9 Tesla

Lauren Johnston
Year 7 Coordinator
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House Awards
We are thrilled to share the resounding success of our recent 
Senior and Junior House Awards ceremonies, which unfolded 
on Monday, 11 December (Senior School) and Tuesday, 12 
December. These events served as a remarkable platform to 
honour and celebrate the outstanding achievements of our 
students across various categories, reinforcing the strength 
of our growing House system within the College community. 
An expansion of recognition marked this year’s ceremonies 
as we introduced six new categories to encompass a broader 
spectrum of talents and accomplishments. The dedication and 
excellence displayed by over 200 students from Years 7-12 were 
acknowledged with pride and enthusiasm. The categories included 
Academic, Sports, Arts, Community, Respect, Cooperation, and 
Independence.

In a moment of immense pride, we announced that Newton House 
clinched the coveted House Shield, a testament to their outstanding 
collective efforts throughout the year. This achievement reflects 
Newton House members’ commitment, spirit, and collaboration, 
and we extend our heartfelt congratulations to them.

The atmosphere on both evenings was electric, with students, 
parents, and educators coming together to celebrate the collective 
achievements of our remarkable student body. Introducing new 
categories not only broadened the scope of recognition but also 
highlighted our students’ diverse talents and contributions.

The success of these evenings is a testament to the thriving House 
system at Ashdale Secondary College. The sense of community 
and pride that permeated the ceremonies directly resulted from 
the collaborative efforts of students, staff, and parents. We are 
confident that with your ongoing support, the House system will 
continue to flourish in the coming years, fostering an environment 
where every student is encouraged to excel and contribute to the 
vibrant tapestry of our College community.

As we look forward to the remainder of the academic year and 
beyond, we extend our heartfelt congratulations to all the award 
recipients and express gratitude to everyone who played a part in 
making these ceremonies a resounding success.

Here’s to a future filled with continued achievements and 
celebrations!

Robert Cross 
Deputy Principal 

Staff Lip Sync Battle 
The much-anticipated Staff Lip Sync Battle unfolded in the College’s Galileo Theatre in Term 4, bringing together the College’s staff for an 
evening of entertainment and camaraderie. The event showcased various talents, surprises, and laughter, leaving an indelible mark on 
everyone fortunate to witness the spectacle.

The evening kicked off with a jaw-dropping surprise as Miss Segall took the stage, embodying the essence of pop icon Rihanna. The 
unexpected performance set an electrifying tone, leaving the audience in awe and wondering if Rihanna herself had made a surprise 
appearance. As the night unfolded, the diversity of talent on display was truly remarkable. Ms Dowell’s rendition of Dolly Parton’s “9 to 
5” brought humour and nostalgia, while Mr Rains injected a touch of introspection, contemplating if he’d ever be “K-enough.” Ms. Libbis 
seamlessly blended teaching and dancing to declare that her skills were ‘Simply the Best,’ captivating the audience with her multifaceted 
performance. Additionally, Miss Rodrigues delivered a performance that we simply can’t get out of our heads, leaving an indelible mark 
with her unique flair and captivating stage presence.

The surprises didn’t end there, as Mr. Rouda aka. Thriftie closed the show with a unique twist—delivering a lesson on financial literacy 
through a Taylor Swift-inspired performance. His clever mashup of “Save It Up” to the tune of “Shake It Off” provided entertainment and 
valuable lessons, proving that education could be enlightening and enjoyable.

The Staff Lip Sync Battle was more than just a talent showcase; it was an evening transcending the boundaries of entertainment and 
education. From surprise performances to comedic acts and educational twists, each staff member brought their unique flair to the stage, 
creating a night that will be remembered for its diversity, creativity, and unity among the Ashdale community. 

Joelle Segall
Teacher - The Arts 
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Student Support

Reconciliation Week  
Reconciliation Week activities were held across Ashdale Secondary 
College during Week 6 of Term 2 to celebrate coming together. 
The Aboriginal and Cultural Standards Committee organised 
Mentor Group activities, including a colouring competition with 
five (5) students winning an Indigenous Celebration Pack for their 
creations. 

Year 7 students participated in the ‘Blanket Activity’, an interactive 
journey through Australia’s Aboriginal History, run by Aboriginal 
Network Coordinators Charmaine Climo and Renarta Coyne. 
Reconciliation Australia’s theme for 2023 was Be a Voice for 
Generations. All students had the opportunity to be involved with 
creating a Pledge Board, describing actions students could take 
to encourage reconciliation and creating a word cloud describing 
‘What reconciliation means at ASC?’   

During lunchtime on the Wednesday, students were invited to join 
Ms Diamond in a yarning circle and make friendship bracelets to 
promote the idea of reconciliation. 

Hannah James
Deputy Principal 

Aspirant 95 Club 
On Tuesday, June 20, the College hosted the 95 Club Breakfast to 
honour our high achieving 2022 Alumni and inspire our current high-
achieving ATAR students in Year 12. Since 2021, Ashdale Secondary 
College has fostered the 95 Club to honour and acknowledge the 
excellent achievement of those individuals that, through hard work, 
dedication and ability, achieved a final ATAR of 95 and above. This 
puts them in the top 5% across the state in ATAR performance. 
The 95 Club is also an inspirational and mentoring forum for 
guiding our current Year 12 ATAR students with a predicated ATAR 
of 90 and above. There was an atmosphere of accomplishment 
and aspiration in the air as the ambitious Year 12 students mingled 
and gained insights from those former Ashdale students who had 
achieved this remarkable result so recently. The presence of these 
accomplished Alumni served as a living testament to the fact that 
determination, perseverance and a strong work ethic can lead to 
remarkable achievements. 

I would like to thank the Home Economics team for hosting the 
event, acknowledge the excellent results of our 2022 Alumni 
and wish our current Year 12s all the best with their academic 
achievements in 2023. 

Josh Popp
Deputy Principal - Senior School

Mental Health Week 
For Mental Health Week, many activities and events occurred 
throughout College grounds during Week 1 of Term 4. 

One in five Australians will experience a mental health problem in 
any given year. Mental health is now said to affect every Australian 
directly or indirectly, so ASC created a week to promote the 
importance of being equipped and educated on mental health.

There were silent disco parties, chillout zones, live music, and 
free pancakes. There were also conversation booths led by our 
Student Services support team, students vs staff dodgeball, a  
gratitude tree, and many more games and activities.

All these things were provided to equip students with strategies 
and to remind students and staff about the importance of looking 
after our mental health and wellbeing. Physical activity, self-care, 
and healthy conversations all contribute to healthy mental health, 
and people must know that we have the power to look after our 
whole being.

Tarryn Pittard 
Chaplain

Smashed Alcohol Education incursion 
During Week 8 of Term 2, the whole Year 9 Cohort was treated 
to the theatre production ‘Smashed’, by Gibber Educational, 
on the dangers and consequences of underage drinking. The 
dynamic and engaging show followed three high school friends 
and showed the very real potential impacts on the student’s 
school, home, and social life. The show was then followed by 
an interactive lesson on alcohol education, which the Year 9s 
embraced, providing answers and engaging in dialogue with the 
actors. The feedback from our students was excellent, and they 
really enjoyed the fun way the content was delivered. 

This incursion led students into Term 2 of the Health Education 
programme, which covers Drug and Alcohol Education.

Jess Wheatman 
2iC – Health and Physical Education  
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R U OK? Day 
The College celebrated R U OK? Day on Thursday, 14 
September. On this day, we are reminded that a conversation 
can change a life. 

We invited students to take this day as a day to meaningfully 
connect with the people around you and start a conversation 
with those in your community who may be struggling. 
Remember, you don’t need to be an expert to reach out - just 
a good friend and a great listener. 

Use these four steps and have a conversation that could 
change a life:

• Ask R U OK?

• Listen

• Encourage action

• Check in

Tarryn Pittard
Chaplain 

Atten-DANCE   
Week 10 of every Term was a whirlwind of excitement as 
we turned our attention to the spotlight on attendance—the 
legendary Atten-DANCE week! We host the unforgettable Whole 
School Atten-DANCE BBQs to cap off the Term with a bang.

The only golden ticket to this sensational soirée was being present 
at school on the day of the BBQ, and oh, what a party it was! 
Students from every cohort gathered for a feast that featured the 
irresistible aroma of sizzling sausages. The air buzzed with the 
energy of games and laughter, creating an atmosphere of pure 
delight.

But the highlight? It was all about the dancing. We cranked up 
the tunes, creating a rhythm that echoed the heartbeat of our 
commitment to attendance. It was a celebration of ‘Every Day 
Matters,’ a vibrant reminder of the significance of showing up daily.

Parents and caregivers can engage in meaningful conversations 
with their children about the importance of regular attendance. 
After each last day of Term, we couldn’t help but reflect on the 
incredible memories made during Atten-DANCE week. Here’s 
to the unforgettable moments, and we look forward to creating 
more next year! 

Dan Van Vastenhoven
Year 11 Coordinator 

Triple P Seminars 
This year, the College hosted Triple P seminars delivered by 
our school psychologists, focussing on raising responsible 
teenagers. Our presenters shared the six critical ingredients 
needed for teens to grow into young adults who are responsible, 
connected, and valued members of family, school, and social 
lives.

Parents heard why participating in family decision-making, being 
respectful and considerate, being involved in family activities, 
developing a healthy lifestyle, and being reliable and assertive 
are all important in helping our teens become responsible. 
Some tips were shared with parents, giving them some ideas 
on how to implement Triple P in a way that works for their family.  
Ashdale Secondary College is excited to present a suite of 
Triple P events throughout the year. It is a wonderful chance to 
invite parents into the College, build relationships between the 
school and the wider community, and give families information 
that might be helpful, so keep a look out on Connect and 
through social media posts for the next Triple P event. We’d 
love to see you there!

Ferah Lipscombe 
Advanced Skills School Psychologist 

Positive Futures Initiative
2023 witnessed the launching of the inaugural Ashdale Secondary College Positive Futures Initiative. 
The Initiative provides financial assistance to students with exceptional academic performance, good 
behaviour, and a willingness to achieve a positive future. The Initiative aims to help outstanding students 
reach their full potential and succeed in their senior schooling. The 31 successful candidates were given an 
equal share of the scholarship money into their College accounts. The funding has been put into their College 
accounts to contribute towards school-related costs for Years 11 and 12.

The Positive Futures Initiative is an exciting initiative that helps to promote educational equity by giving deserving 
students a chance to advance their education despite their financial situation. Through this, many students can 
continue their education and achieve academic success. Additionally, we hope the Initiative helps motivate students  
to strive for academic excellence, knowing their hard work and dedication can lead to future success.

Education is a fundamental right, and every student should have the opportunity to learn and grow without financial burden. The 
Positive Futures Initiative ensures deserving students receive the support they need to achieve academic success and have a 
positive societal impact. This Initiative will allow more students to access their chosen courses and achieve their goals.

We look forward to seeing how our scholarship winners progress in 2024. 

Josh Popp
Deputy Principal - Senior School

Breakfast Club and Helping Hands 
This year at Ashdale Secondary College, we have managed 
many initiatives that foster a supportive environment and 
reach out to our local community.

One of the significant programs that has once again been 
running throughout this year is our ‘Breakfast Club’, which runs 
every morning before school. This club provides a welcoming 
environment for students to come and connect with peers 
and staff and have meaningful conversations, all while being 
fuelled for their day of hard work and success. Every Friday 
at Breakfast Club this year, our College Chaplain has been 
cooking pancakes for students, which always draws high 
numbers of patrons into the café and has had many students 
claiming “pancake Friday is their favourite day of the week!”.

Another significant initiative this year is the ASC’ Helping Hands’ 
program, established in line with Ashdale Secondary College’s 
mission statement to “encourage high-level contribution to the 
community” by providing generous goods and hampers to all. 
At Ashdale Secondary College’s Showcase this year, we saw 
fifty Christmas hampers supplied to families in the local area.

Tarryn Pittard 
Chaplain

Green Team 
During Semester 2, Ashdale expanded upon its sustainability 
initiatives by rebranding the ASC Environmental Club into the 
‘Green Team’. This whole school initiative brings together the 
Green Team rubbish pick up, the Recycling Program and the Litter 
Campaign of house reward points under one umbrella. 

The new, bigger, better Green Team was launched at the Athletics 
Carnival when every student who returned a 10c Cash for Container 
received a free Zooper Dooper icy pole. It was such a huge success 
that every Wednesday lunchtime is now Zooper Dooper Day!  
Since joining the Cash for Container program in November 
2020, Ashdale has saved 3,425 drink containers from landfill and 
raised $342.50. Next year, we aim to install a new recycling bin, 
designed by Year 8 students during the Waste Warriors event, in 
every mentor classroom. Look out for opportunities in 2024 to be 
a Green Team leader of your mentor class!

Rachel Farnay 
ICT Approved Specialist Program Coordinator 
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Voluntary Contributions and Compulsory Charges
Payment Instalments for 2024 Subject Selection Charges 
Instalments are offered when paying for subject selection charges. Upon subject selection, a payment of $50 (Years 9 and 10) and 
$100 (Years 11 and 12) was required. If you still need to do so, please make payment as soon as possible, as subject selections are 
only considered lodged once payment is received. Placement is only guaranteed if payment is received, and the College may provide 
alternative course options.

Voluntary Contributions and Charges
Thank you to families that have finalised payment or have made regular payments toward students’ contributions and charges. Your 
support of our teaching and learning programs makes a significant difference for our students. We sincerely appreciate payment 
being finalised as soon as possible for those with outstanding contributions and charges. The following payment options will remain 
available during the school holiday period so that you can make a payment at any time. 
• Qkr! App – select Charges and Contributions and your child’s year group, and enter the amount
• Direct Debit - Internet banking: Commonwealth - BSB 066 040 - Account No 19901762 

Josephine Pecnik
Manager Corporate Services

Professional Learning

In 2023, Ashdale Secondary College was named a Lead School as part of the Quality Teaching Strategy the Department of Education 
introduced. As a lead school, ASC has worked with schools around the state to support implementing and sustaining evidence-based, 
effective teaching strategies within their contexts.

Professional learning in Classroom Management Strategies (CMS) has also continued throughout 2023 as part of a strategic plan 
to support the ongoing implementation of excellence in teaching through our LEARN & GROW framework. Throughout 2023, 13 
College staff completed CMS: Foundation through a course at State-wide Services or our now well-established in-house course, and 
13 completed ISE: Instructional Strategies for Engagement. As part of the K-12 vision and approach of the Ashdale Cluster and its 
collective goal of excellence in teaching, the in-house CMS and ISE course was expanded to include attendees from each of Ashdale 
Primary, Carnaby Rise Primary, Madeley Primary, Landsdale Primary School and Landsdale Gardens Primary School. In addition to 
supporting the strong collegiality between the staff from the six (6) schools, the CMS professional learning allows for a common 
language and a common best-practice approach to ensuring the success of all of our students and continues to enhance the seamless 
pathway between primary and secondary education within the Cluster. 

The development of the in-house CMS program at Ashdale, as a component of the continual implementation of the LEARN & GROW 
framework, is a further example of how the College, and indeed the Ashdale Cluster, works to improve the aim for excellence in all 
that we do continually.

Hannah James 
Deputy Principal

The Parent & Citizen Association is open to all parents and guardians of students attending the College and citizens within the school 
community. The P&C promotes the interests of the school by bringing parents, citizens, students and teaching staff into close 
cooperation to assist in providing facilities and equipment for the College. 

This year, the P&C Association has approved/funded the following programs/items, many of which would not have been possible 
without their dedicated support; 

P&C Association

Netball dresses & bibs $2,328

Welcome BBQ sausages $400

Grip Leadership Conference $1,500

Duke of Edinburgh registration & student fees/costs $3,220

Science & Engineering Challenge registration $600

Projectors for the gym $1,643.63

Outdoor education student tents $4,352.73

Mamma Mia Production staging $8,400

College Robotics Team parts & accessories $2,218.34

P&C Scholarship Program $15,000

Breakfast club $1,832.27

Year 12 Graduation Award prizes $1,100

English Anthology publication costs $1,500

Electronic drum kit $2,759 

Year 10 Outdoor Education Bodyboarding equipment $6,830 

2024 FIRST Robotics Competition registration fee & uniforms $4,775

Year 10 Outdoor Education Bodyboarding equipment $6,830 

TOTAL $58,458.97



2024 College Dates
Term Dates  
Term 1: Wednesday, 31 January - Thursday, 28 March  

Term 2: Monday, 15 April - Friday, 28 June  

Term 3: Tuesday, 16 July - Friday, 20 September 

Term 4: Monday, 7 October - Thursday, 12 December

School Development Days (Pupil Free)
Term 2: Friday, 26 April 

Term 3: Monday, 15 July

Term 4: Friday, 25 October 

 Friday, 13 December

Ashdale Secondary College
An Independent Public School

75 Westport Parade, Darch WA 6065
(08) 6207 1300

www.ashdalesc.wa.edu.au
ashdale.sc@education.wa.edu.au


